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SUMMARY
Enzymatic transformation is widely used as green and sustainable method 
for chemical and fuel production. However, the practical application of isolated 
enzymes is hampered by the unsatisfied stability and high cost. Enzyme 
immobilization technology is known to enhance enzyme stability and enable the 
recycling of enzymes to significantly decrease the enzyme cost. Immobilization of 
enzymes on magnetic nanoparticles is highly desirable for efficient biocatalysis due 
to high enzyme loading and less mass transfer limitation. However, their fast and 
complete recycling still remains as a challenge in practical application due to the 
small size of nanobiocatalysts. In this thesis, we successfully developed novel 
methods for fabricating highly active, easily recyclable and active magnetic 
nanobiocatalysts, based on four different approaches as described below for green 
and sustainable chemical and fuel production.
A novel concept of reversible clustering of nanobiocatalysts was developed 
for the first time for efficient biotransformation and easy catalyst separation. The 
magnetic nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) with a hydrodynamic size of 157 nm 
comprised of multiple sub-7 nm iron oxide MNPs as core, poly(glycidyl 
methacrylate) as shell, and aldehyde groups attached on the surface via long bridge 
as terminal functions were prepared in high yield for immobilizing enzyme. CHO-
MNPs showed zero potential at pH of 8, and thus were reversibly clustered after 
immobilization of enzyme (alcohol dehydrogenase RDR) via non-covalent 
interactions among enzymes. The reversible clusters (RC RDR-MNPs) were easily 
dissociated into individual nanobiocatalysts by shaking for efficient biocatalysis 
and were quickly and completely recycled under external magnetic field. 
Particularly, RC RDR-MNPs retained 100% activity and enantioselectivity of the 
free enzyme for the enantioselective reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone and gave
(R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol in >99% ee and 97% yield with efficient recycling of 
NADH for 8,500 times by using of isopropanol as coupled substrate. The RC RDR-
MNPs could be completely separated within 4s under external magnetic field, and 
remained 80% its original productivity after 14 times’ recycling.
xUsing similar route, reversibly clustered cyclohexanone monooxygenase 
nanobiocatalysts (RC CHMO-MNPs) and reversibly clustered glucose 
dehydrogenase nanobiocatalyst (RC GDH-MNPs) were prepared and coupled for 
the first time for a practical Baeyer-Villiger oxidation. Coupled RC CHMO-MNPs
and RC GDH-MNPs gave 91% conversion of cyclohexanone to ε-caprolactone
with TTN of 6,040 for NADPH recycling. These coupled RC nanobiocatalysts also 
retained 74% productivity in run 9 in the oxidation of cyclohexanone. They also 
afforded 49% conversion of 2- hexylcyclopentanone to (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone
with TTN of 4,900, which is much higher than other reported one for Baeyer-
Villiger oxidation. 
To facilitate the catalyst separation in oily system, highly active and 
recyclable magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA) were developed from 
Thermomyces lanuginosa lipase and Candida antartica lipase B. It gave the first 
success on using immobilized enzyme for high-yielding production of biodiesel 
from waste grease with high amount of FFA via one-pot esterification and 
transesterification with methanol: 99% yield of biodiesel was achieved within 12 h 
using 3.3 wt% of catalysts (0.2 wt% of TLL), and 88% productivity were retained 
after 11 times recycling of catalysts. MNA is, by far, the best immobilized enzyme 
for this transformation. The developed methods enable the efficient utilization of 
waste grease as a sustainable resource for the production of biodiesel.
To avoid the expensive enzyme purification before immobilization, 
magnetic Ni-NTA nanoparticles were used for one-pot purification and 
immobilization of his-tagged Serratia marcescens lipase. The developed 
biocatalysts (MNA SML) gave 99% FAME yield within 12 h reaction at only 2.25 
wt% of catalysts (0.3 wt% of SML). They were fast and easily separated from 
grease under magnetic field. It is the first example of using fast and simple 
fabrication process to prepare highly active magnetic nanobiocatalysts for biodiesel 
production. These biocatalysts are potentially useful for the production of biodiesel 
from waste grease as clean and renewable energy. 
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2This chapter begins with an introduction of the research background,
followed by the objectives of this thesis and the organization of thesis chapters.
1.1. Green catalytic synthesis in organic chemistry
Organic chemistry plays a very important role in human life because it
produces and develops most of the chemicals, foods, drugs, fuels, and so on, for
daily life and industrial consumption. However, it also utilizes and generates many
hazardous and toxic chemicals, catalysts or solvents, which have caused many
serious problems such as dangerous diseases, pollution to the environment and
damage to ecology. For sustainable and green future, the chemical industry has to
efficiently reduce its damaging effects by reducing or eliminating these hazardous
and toxic factors.
Developing enzymes as biocatalysts is the method of choice for green and
sustainable chemical and fuel production as they could avoid the use of hazardous
heavy metals or oxides catalysts, have high regio- and stereo- specificity, and can
react under mild reaction conditions. Thus far, enzymatic transformation has been
used to solve many challenging problems in agrochemicals, fuel, fine chemicals,
and pharmaceutical industries such as to improve agriculture products, produce
biofuels as alternative and green energy resource, improve production of chemicals
in benign conditions with reduced reaction steps for greener and more practical
processes, and facilitate drug development by providing more optical-active
intermediates with high purity and enantioselectivity.1-3 The total number of
biotransformation processes carried out on an industrial scale has been rapidly
increased over the past few decades, and this growth is expected to continue.4
31.2. In vitro biotransformation
Biocatalysts can be used as whole cells or isolated enzymes. Compared to
the use of whole cells for in vivo biotransformation, the use of isolated enzymes for
in vitro biotransformation enables cleaner reaction with higher space-time yields,
shorter reaction time, less by-products, and easier product recovery. However, the
practical application of isolated enzymes is often hampered by the unsatisfactory
stability and high cost of these isolated enzymes.
These limitations can be overcome by using enzyme immobilization
technology, which helps to enhance enzyme stability and enable the recycling of
enzymes, thus significantly decreasing the cost for catalysts. Moreover,
immobilized enzymes can be more easily separated from the reaction mixture,
which also decreases the damaging effects to the environment and reduces the cost
in product purification. Consequently, enzyme immobilization technology has been
attracting increasing interests in sustainable chemical and fuel production. Besides,
immobilized enzyme has been also used in many other applications such as
analytical and medical applications, protein purification, controlled release of
protein drugs and so on. Figure 1.1. shows a flowchart for immobilized enzyme-
mediated biocatalytic process commonly used in batch or continuous mode.
Figure 1.1. Flowchart for immobilized enzyme-mediated biocatalytic
process commonly used in batch or continuous mode.5
4Many immobilization methods such as covalent attachment, physical
adsorption, entrapment, and cross-linking method have been developed for enzyme
immobilization. Up to date, some immobilized enzymes have been used for large
scale chemical productions. In each of these methods, the supports used for
enzymes immobilization were developed from macro- to micro- sized materials.
However, the enzyme loading on these macro- and micrometric supports is
relatively low, and porous microparticles normally suffer from high mass transfer
limitation. Inspired by the rapid growth of nanotechnology, nano- sized supports
provide new possibilities to improve the performance of these biocatalysts.
1.3. Prospects and challenges of nanobiocatalysis
Nanobiocatalysis is the in vitro biotransformation with isolated enzymes
immobilized on nanomaterials, nanobiocatalysts. The nanomaterials are in nano-
size with different shapes such as nanotube, 6, 7 nanofiber,8, 9 nanoporous10,
nanowire11, 12 and nanoparticles13-15, and with different materials such as metals,16
oxides,17 silica,6 polymers18 and hybrid materials19-21. Compared with enzymes
commonly immobilized on micrometric supports, nanobiocatalysts could achieve
higher enzyme loading, higher mass transfer efficiency, and thus higher catalytic
performance, due to the high surface area to volume ratio and the high
dispersibility of nano- size in various solvents. However, these nano-sized supports
have severe problems in separation, especially when filtration or centrifugation
method is used. Recently, the immobilization of enzymes on magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) as nanobiocatalysts has received increasing attention.
Separation of these magnetic nanoparticles can be achieved under external
5magnetic field by using magnet. This separation is much easier than filtration and
centrifugation, but the complete separation of small sized magnetic nanoparticles is
still impossible even at the high capturing efficiency in the high gradient magnetic
separation (HGMS).  In summary, when nanomaterials are used as supports for
enzyme immobilization, the enzyme loading on the supports and activity of the
immobilized enzymes is higher than using other supports, but the separation of the
immobilized enzymes is more difficult. In fact, it is a dilemma in current research
and development of nanobiocatalysts: while high catalytic performance requires
small size of catalysts, easy separation necessitates big size of catalysts.
Hence, developing an efficient approach for fabricating magnetic
nanobiocatalysts to achieve both high catalytic performance and easy catalyst
recycling is essential for in vitro biotransformation.
1.4. Objectives of the thesis
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop novel methods for
fabricating highly active and easily recyclable magnetic-iron oxide-based
nanobiocatalysts for the production of optically active alcohols, lactones and
biodiesel. More specifically, the thesis aims to:
1) develop a novel concept of using reversible clustering of nanobiocatalysts
for efficient biotransformation and easy catalyst separation. Nanobiocatalysts form
reversible clusters via non-covalent interactions among enzymes immobilized on
neutrally charged magnetic iron oxide core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell
nanoparticles. These clusters are easily dissociated into individual nanobiocatalysts
by shaking for efficient biocatalysis in aqueous phase. After the reaction, they are
6quickly and completely separated under external magnetic field for efficient
recycling. This concept is demonstrated by using immobilized alcohol
dehydrogenase for the enantioselective reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone to
produce useful and valuable intermediate (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol in high
enantiomeric excess for the development of dopamine and serotonin agonist, while
the co-factor is recycled via coupled substrate approach in the presence of small
amount of NADH and isopropanol.
2) develop coupled magnetic nanobiocatalysts for green oxidation with co-
factor recycling. The reversible clusters of magnetic nanobiocatalysts of
cyclohexanone monooxygenase and glucose dehydrogenase were used for efficient
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with efficient of NADPH recycling to produce the key
element -caprolactone in polymer and oganic synthesis, and the useful
intermediate (S)-undecanoic -lactone for the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and
biologically active natural products. The condition of the transformation of the
multi-biocatalyst system is studied for high-yield biotransformation, high
enantiomeric excess, and high total turnover number (TTN) for practical co-factor
regeneration. The separation and recycling of the coupled biocatalysts are also
examined.
3) develop active and recyclable magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA)
to achieve the first success on immobilized enzyme-based high-yielding production
of biodiesel from waste grease containing high amount of FFA. Novel magnetic
nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA) are prepared by freeze-drying iron oxide core-
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles covalently attached with lipase
(Thermomyces lanuginose lipase – TLL or Candida antartica lipase – CALB). The
7transformation of waste grease (17 wt% FFA) to biodiesel catalyzed by MNA is
examined for one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol. The
separation and recycling of these MNA from the oily system under magnetic field
is demonstrated.
4) develop one-pot purification and immobilization of lipase for fast and
simple fabrication of highly active magnetic nanobiocatalysts for the production of
biodiesel from waste grease. The facile one-pot purification and immobilization of
His-tagged lipase (Serratia marcescens lipase – SML) on the magnetic iron oxide
core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles functionalized with nickel (II)
nitriloacetic acid (NTA) chelates (Ni-NTA) is demonstrated. The nanobiocatalysts
were freeze-dried to fabricate magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA SML,
which catalyzes the transformation of waste grease (17 wt% FFA) to FAME via
one-pot esterification and transesterification in high yield.
1.5. Organization of thesis chapters
This thesis comprises eight chapters. Chapter One provides a brief
introduction of the prospect as well as challenges of enzyme immobilization, thesis
objectives, and organization of the thesis. Chapter Two contains an in-depth
literature review related to enzymes in green and sustainable chemical and fuel
production, co-factor regeneration, immobilization of enzymes and iron oxide
magnetic nanoparticles. Chapter Three presents detailed material and methods used
for the experiments in this thesis. In Chapter Four, the novel concept of reversible
clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts for high performance biocatalysis and easy
catalysts recycling is presented. Chapter Five reports the study on coupling two
8reversible clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation
with co-factor recycling. Chapter Six deals with the development of active and
recyclable magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates for efficient transformation of
grease to biodiesel. Chapter Seven reports another method for fast and simple
fabrication of active magnetic nanobiocatalysts via one-pot purification and
immobilization of lipase for biodiesel production. Finally, Chapter Eight
summarizes all of the findings from Chapter Four to Chapter Seven, and gives
recommendations for future works.
9CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1. Biocatalyst in green and sustainable chemical and fuel
production
2.1.1. Biocatalysis and advantages of biocatalysts
Biocatalysis is defined as the transformation of organic compounds using
biological catalysts. The success of an efficient biocatalysis mainly depends on the
performance of biocatalysts. Biocatalysts mostly are proteins (enzymes) with
molecular weight above 10 kDa, and in a few cases are nucleic acids.22 They can be
used as microbial cells or isolated enzymes (in crude or purified form) to facilitate
and speed up the reaction without being consumed.23 Biocatalysis will occur when
the substrates access the active center of enzymes as described in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1. Stages in biocatalysis.
Compared to chemical catalysts such as metals (Pt, Pd, Ni, and Fe) or
oxides (alumina, zeolites), biocatalysts have many advantages. Table 2.1. shows
the comparison between enzymes and chemical catalyst in organic synthesis.
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Table 2.1. Comparison between biocatalysts and chemical catalysts.22-29
Biocatalysts chemical catalysts
Reaction temperature (oC) 30 – 90 50 – 300
Reaction pressure Atmospheric pressure high pressure
Activation energy (kJ/mol) 20 – 100 75 – 250
Price Expensive Cheap
Environmental aspects Eco-friendly Create heavy metal
pollution
Chemo-, regio- and stereo-
specificity
High Poor
Obviously, biocatalysts (or enzymes) are non-toxic catalysts which have
remarkably high activity with exquisite chemo-, regio- and stereo- specificity in a
broad variety of reactions for many complicated chemical processes, achieved
under benign condition.23-27, 29 High chemo-, regio- and stereo- selectivity of
enzymes mean that they can selectively work on a specific type of functional group
on the substrate in the presence of others, capable of acting on the functional
groups located in a specific region of the substrate, and able to produce enantiopure
products from either chiral or non-chiral substrate, respectively. Recently,
compounds with chiral center should be manufactured in single isomeric form.5 In
current USA Food and Drug Administration (FAD) regulation, the non-therapeutic
isomer is required to be non-teratogenic. Hence, the primary reason for developing
biocatalysis as standard technology in fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals
industries is to exploit their chemo-, regio- and stereo- selectivity. Moreover,
enzymes can act in different environments including aqueous, ionic, organic, and
biphasic system. Undesired side reactions such as racemization, isomerization,
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decomposition and re-arrangment can also be minimized using biocatalysis.
Therefore, enzyme technology has been continuously developed as the most
attractive field in chemistry, and considered as the most powerful candidate for
green chemistry. They have been widely used not only in fine chemicals and
pharmaceuticals industries,1 but also in many other industries.2, 3
2.1.2. Applications of biocatalysts in green and sustainable
chemical and fuel production
Biocatalysts (or enzymes) can catalyze wide range of reactions. Based on
types of reaction they catalyze, the International Union of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology (IUPAC) classifies them into six classes: oxidoreductases,
transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases and ligases (Table 2.2.).23
Table 2.2. Classification of enzymes and their reactions by International Union of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUPAC).22, 23
Class of enzyme Reactions catalyzed
EC1-Oxidoreductases Oxidation and reduction reactions
EC2-Transferases Transfer functional groups such as methyl-, aldehyde-,
keto-, acyl-, glycosyl- groups from substance to
substance
EC3-Hydrolases Hydrolysis of various bonds such as ester, glycoside,
ether, peptide and amide bonds
EC4-Lyases Addition or elimination of various bonds such as C-C
and C-O bonds
EC5-Isomerases Isomerization such as racemizations, cis-trans-
isomerizations and intramolecular oxidoreductases
EC6-Ligases Join two molecules together via bond formation
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However, the importance and applications of different classes of enzymes
are not evenly contributed. Oxidoreductases and hydrolases are the two most
prominent enzymes in current practical organic synthesis.4 Particularly, alcohol
dehydrogenase and Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenase sub-classes of oxidoreductases
are the two most important enzymes producing chiral intermediates for fine
chemical synthesis, while lipase of hydrolases is the most used enzymes in organic
synthesis. Applications of these three important enzymes will be discussed in more
details with the production of optically active alcohols, lactones and biodiesel in
the following parts.
2.1.2.1 Production of optically active alcohols as important
intermediates using alcohol dehydrogense
The interconversion of ketones to corresponding alcohols and vice versa is
the most common and important redox reactions in organic chemistry. Chiral
alcohols are considered as the most important intermediates in pharmaceutical
industries. Compared to the traditional synthetic route using toxic metals or
expensive complex hydrides in harsh conditions, biotransformation using alcohol
dehydrogenase can offer many significant advantages for the pharmaceutical
industry: providing useful optically active intermediates with high chemo-, regio-
and stereo- selectivity, preventing problems of racemization, reacting in benign
conditions and accepting a broad variety of substrates.
Alcohol dehydrogenases (EC 1.1.1.1.) can catalyze the oxidation of
alcohols and reduction of carbonyl compounds such as ketones and aldehydes with
very high chemo-, regio- and stereospecificity. Although these enzymes depend on
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the expensive NADH/NAD+ or NADPH/NADP+ co-factors, they can be used to
regenerate co-factors for in vitro biotransformation of many important reactions in
both “couple-substrate” and “couple-enzyme” approach (Figure 2.2).30 The
stereospecific reduction of alcohol dehydrogenase can produce many valuable
chiral compounds such as hydroxyl acids, amino acids, and alcohols, which are
useful intermediates in the pharmaceutical industry.31, 32
Figure 2.2. Biotransformation of alcohol dehydrogenase to produce chiral
alcohol.
Alcohol dehydrogenases from horse liver (HLADH), Thermoanaerobium
brokii (TBADH), Lactobacillus kefir (LKADH), Lactobacillus brevis (LBADH)
and Rhodococcus erythropolis have been widely studied for producing chiral
alcohols.30, 31 Recently, Kizaki and co-worker invented a new alcohol
dehydrogenase named RDR.32 RDR acts as a powerful biocatalyst to produce
optically active alcohols, particularly N-benzyl-3-pyrrolidinol, optically active 2-
tetralol derivatives and optically active 1-phenylethanol derivatives. These products
are all useful synthetic materials for medicines and pesticides. For instance, 7-
methoxy-2-tetralol is an important synthetic intermediate to produce
pharmaceutically active 7-methoxy-2-aminotetralin.33 2-aminotetralin substituted
with methoxy was reported as an important intermediate for the development of
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dopamin and serotonin agonist, adrenergic ligands and compounds which interact
with melatonin receptor.34
2.1.2.2. Production of lactones as important intermediates or key
elements in complex products using Baeyer-Villiger
monooxygenase
Lactones are very important enantiopure chiral intermediates or key
structural elements in many complex natural products in chemistry, biology and
medicine.35 The Baeyer-Villiger oxidation is discovered by Adolf von Baeyer and
Victor Villiger in 1899 with the oxidation of alicyclic ketones into lactones by
permonosulfuric acid.36 After that, a general process by which a carbon-carbon
bond adjacent to carbonyl group is cleaved and inserted with an oxygen atom to
deliver esters or lactones is now known as the Baeyer-Villiger
reaction.37 Enzymatic Baeyer-Villiger oxidation using Baeyer-Villiger mono-
oxygenases (BVMOs) has been preferred over chemical route because it can
produce optically active lactones and valuable esters in benign conditions.35 For
instance, bi-cyclic and poly-cyclic -lactones can be used as anti-tumor
compounds, cardiac sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-pumping ATPase activators and
as useful intermediates to produce drugs for treatment of glaucoma and
hypertension.38 Hydroxylated -lactones are another important example of
structural elements widely found in compounds of biological interest such as
antihypercholesteremic mevinic acids and immunosuppressant discodermolide.
These BVMOs enzymes use non-carbonhydrate source in the degradative
pathways and have been found in many microorganisms such as Acinetobacter,
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Streptomyces, Xanthobacter, Curvularia and Aspergillus.38, 39 Among them, the
best studied BVMO is Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase from Acinetobacter sp.
NICB 9871. It has been found to oxidize a remarkably large variety of ketones and
heteroatom-containing compounds with high enantioselectivity.35, 38-40
Cyclohexanone monooxygenase (EC 1.14.13.22) is a Type I Baeyer-
Villiger monooxygenase, which is a protein monomer having molecular weight at
60.9 kDa.40 This enzyme contains flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) as a
prosthetic group and depends on the free co-factor NADPH. Therefore, the main
challenges when using this isolated cyclohexanone monooxygenase is the
requirement of costly NADPH.35, 40 Besides, this enzyme is scarce, unstable in vitro
and in vivo systems, and usually suffers from product and substrate inhibition.41
Biocatalysis using this enzyme should be performed in aqueous phase, but most of
its substrates are usually poorly soluble, leading to quite low space-time yield.35 To
solve some of these problems, this enzyme has been cloned and over-expressed in
yeast and E.coli39, 40, 42-46 and the NADPH recycling system has been used to reduce
the production cost.47-49
2.1.2.3. Production of biodiesel as alternative and green energy
resource using lipase
Due to the depletion of fossil fuel resources and the excessive increase in
the price of crude oil, the increasing energy demands, and the ever worsening
environment conditions call for alternative energy. Biodiesel, a mixture of fatty
acid methyl esters (FAME), has become an attractive choice because it is a
renewable and a clean energy with better combustion performance than the
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petroleum-based diesel.50 Compared to fossil fuels, biodiesel generates less
pollutants like sulfur, polycyclic acromatic hydrocarbons and metals.51 Up to date,
biodiesel can be used as a blend with petroleum-based diesel or used directly in
diesel engines. For instance, it is being used as a 5% blend (B5) in France and 20%
blend (B20) in US, while in Germany, 100% biodiesel (B100) is used in trucks.
With B20 or less, these biodiesel blends can be used in normal heavy duty diesel
engines without any engine modification. Biodiesel (FAME) is traditionally
produced from methanolysis of vegetable oils such as soybean oil, sunflower oil,
palm oil, and animal fats by using base catalyst. Methanol is commonly and widely
used as compared to other alcohols such as ethanol in biodiesel production due to
their high efficiency, low cost and availability. Using different feedstock, the
biodiesel produced may have different composition of FAME. Table 2.3. shows the
common composition of FAME in biodiesel.
Table 2.3. Chemical structures of common FAME.52
Methyl ester Formula Common acronym Molecular weight
Methyl palmitate C17H34O2 C16:0 270.46
Methyl stearate C19H38O2 C18:0 298.51
Methyl oleate C19H36O2 C18:1 296.50
Methyl linoleate C19H34O2 C18:2 294.48
Methyl linolenate C19H24O2 C18:3 292.46
Recently, biodiesel has emerged as the fastest growing industry
worldwide.52 Nearly 6.5 billion liters of biodiesel was globally produced in 2006,
in which 75% comes from European countries and 13% from United States.
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Moreover, this production is predicted to extend with 20% contribution from
Brazil, China, India and South East Asia countries by 2020. Due to the need of
biodiesel and advancement in biodiesel production technology, biodiesel capacity
has been increasing steadily all over the world. However, its production is unable
to keep up with the capacity because of the constrains in feedstock availability.
Besides, the current price of FAMEs is still too high to replace the traditional
petroleum-based diesel, mainly due to the high cost of vegetable oils.53, 54 The
competition of land for producing fuel and food supply further causes difficulty for
the use of these resources. The use of cheap and non-edible feedstocks such as
waste grease is a solution for these problems. However, grease contains high
amount of free fatty acid (FFA), which can not be converted into FAME by
conventional base-catalysis due to saponification.55, 56 Acid catalysts can convert
FFA in grease to FAME via esterification with methanol. Nevertheless, conversion
of the remaining triglyceride in grease achieved with acid catalysts thus far has not
been satisfactory, even at high temperature and long reaction time. Alternatively,
two-step reaction involving acid and base catalysts may be coupled; however, this
process is complicated and thus far not efficient. Lipase could catalyze both
esterification of FFA and transesterification of triglyceride into biodiesel in one-
pot. Indeed, this enzymatic transformation is preferred because it can perform both
esterification and transesterification with any type of feedstock containing low or
high amount of FFA under mild reaction conditions with non-toxic and non-
corrosive catalyst, thus being advantageous over other processes using base or acid
catalysts.50
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Lipases (EC 3.1.1.3), which catalyze the formation or cleavage of fats and
oil, play very important roles not only in energy manufacturing,57-62 but also in
pharmaceutical and fine chemical production,63-65 as well as food industries66-68.
Most of the lipases used in organic synthesis are originally obtained from microbial
and fungal sources. The microbial lipases are easy to obtain from fermentation with
few purification steps.69 It can be produced intracellularly and extracellularly.70
Compared to other enzymes, lipases  exhibit a wide specificity with very different
substrates, which enables them to catalyze many different reactions and become the
mostly used enzymes in biocatalysis.71 Many lipases have been discovered for
biodiesel production. This thesis presents some lipases which are considered as the
best for production of biodiesel: Candida antartica lipase B, Thermomyces
lanuginosa lipase, and Serratia marcescens lipase.
The isoform B of the lipase from Candida antarctica (so called Candida
antartica lipase B-CALB) is the most commonly used lipase in many
biotransformation for many applications. It has a molecular weight of 33 kDa, with
an isoelectric point of 6.0.72 In biodiesel manufacture, CALB is usually
immobilized on macroporous acrylic resin with commercial name Novozyme
435®,73-75 which is widely used in biotransformation of vegetable oil to FAME.
Thermomyces lanuginosa lipase (TLL) is another common lipase used in
biodiesel production and other applications such as degradation of polymer76,
treatment of wastewaters from meat industry77, sensor of fat quality,78, 79 and
cleaning application. TLL is a monomeric protein consisting 269 amino acid with
molecular weight of ca. 32 kDa and isoelectric point of 4.4.80 This enzyme is
highly stable even at high temperature (55 – 60C)81 and can be used in water,
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organic solvent82 or solvent free reactions. Similar to CALB, TLL is commonly
used in biodiesel production in its commercial immobilized form – Lypozyme TL
IM®, in which TLL is ionically adsorbed on silicate.
Serratia marcescens lipase is a protein monomer having molecular weight
of 62 kDa. The microorganism containing Serratia marcescens lipase was first
isolated as a psychrophilic microorganism from raw milk, which growth
contributes to flavor defects in milk and dairy product.83, 84 Later, Serratia
marcescens lipase was found to be a very useful enzyme for pharmaceutical
industries due to its excellent enantioselectivity to produce many important
intermediates such as (2R, 3S)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl) glycidic acid methyl ester,85, 86
enantiopure 3-phenylglycidate87 and optically pure (S)-flurbiprofen88. Recently,
bacteria containing Serratia marcescens lipase isolated from soil was discovered to
transform grease to biodiesel with high FAME yield (32.5%) and FFA conversion
(55.2%).89 This enzyme was then cloned and expressed in recombinant E.coli as
intracellular enzyme to provide higher FAME yield in biodiesel production via
one-pot esterification and transesterification.89
2.1.3. Advantages and limitations of isolated enzymes
One of the most important decisions needed to be made when planning and
designing a manufacturing process using biocatalysis is using whole-cell
biocatalysts or isolated enzymes.5 Compared to whole-cell biocatalyts, isolated
enzymes generate cleaner reactions with higher activity and higher space-time
yield in different environments (aqueous, organic or two-phase system). They can
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be used in higher substrate concentrations with less unwanted side products and
reactions, and fewer problems for substrate access and downstream processing.5, 38
Despite these interesting properties, the practical application of isolated
enzymes at the industrial scale is still hampered by many reasons. Firstly,
unsatisfactory stability under the harsh conditions of industrial processes is one of
the main drawbacks of these enzymes.25, 26, 29 Secondly, inhibition by high
concentration of substrates and products is also a common problem affecting their
activity. In some cases, low solubility of substrates or products in aqueous solution
also inhibits their application. Thirdly, isolated enzymes are relatively expensive
catalysts due to the enzyme isolation and purification processes,5, 27; hence, their
recovery and reuse become essential requirements for an economically feasible
process. However, the small size and moderate stability of isolated enzymes make
them difficult to be recovered and recycled. In addition, most of isolated enzymes
including dehydrogenases and monooxygenases require an equimolar amount of
expensive co-factors for each reaction cycle.
Therefore, tackling these limitations of isolated enzymes has been the goal
of many studies in different areas such as protein engineering, chemistry of protein,
screening, and immobilization.5 Among them, the immobilization technology
appears as a powerful technique which can solve most of these severe problems.27,
90
 Regeneration of the expensive co-factors is also another approach for reducing
high production cost to enable practical and economical processes.
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2.2. NAD(P)+ and NAD(P)H regeneration
2.2.1. The importance of NAD(P)+ and NAD(P)H regeneration
In general, most of the important biocatalysts such as oxidoreductases and
transferases, which are capable of performing complex chemistry and producing a
large number of synthetically useful reactions, are co-factor dependent; they will be
inactive in the absence of co-factor.91 Basically, co-factor are non-protein
components, transporting metabolites such as hydrogen, oxygen or electrons
between different parallel reactions.92 The co-factor can be metal ions such as
ferrous, ferric, magnesium, zinc or organic compounds such as flavine adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), flavin mononucleotide (FMN), nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD+) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+).
Some co-factors such as FAD and FMN can firmly bind to the enzymes,
others such as NAD(P)+/NAD(P)H mostly exist as a soluble component and
separately from their respective enzymes, which are so-called “free co-factors”.
They act in two forms: NAD(P)+ as an oxidizing agent and NAD(P)H as reducing
agent. These co-factors function by binding to their respective enzymes transiently
during the enzyme oxidation and reduction. NAD(P)+ accepts electrons from other
molecules and thus undergoes reduction, while  NAD(P)H donates electrons and
thus undergoes oxidation. Hence, the co-factor facilitates the exchange of protons
during biocatalysis using enzymes. Therefore, special addition of these co-factors
has to be taken to maintain the function of biocatalysts. Since co-factors are more
expensive than enzymes but consumed in stoichiometric amount, their regeneration
is extremely important to reduce the cost of processes.93 Almost one fifth of all
enzymes registered at the International Union of Biochemistry require these
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dissoluble “free co-factor”, making regeneration of these co-factors an important
and practical research area.92 In addition, co-factor recycling also offers benefits
such as ease of product isolation and prevents accumulation of inhibitory co-factor
by-product.93
2.2.2. Methodology of NAD(P)+ and NAD(P)H regeneration
The total turnover number (TTN) is used to evaluate the effectiveness of a
co-factor regeneration process. TTN is defined as the total moles of products
produced per mole of co-factor used during the course of a complete reaction. A
higher total turnover number (TTN) corresponds to a lower total cost per mole of
product. Generally, TTN from 103 to 105 is sufficient to make a process
economically viable.91
Many studies have investigated the regeneration of NAD(P)+ and NAD(P)H.
Up to date, various methods have been developed such as chemical,
electrochemical, photochemical and enzymatic method. Among them, the
enzymatic regeneration method has been preferred due to several merits.
2.2.2.1. Chemical method
In this method, H2 is preferred as the reducing agent because it is the
cheapest one and yields no by-products. An example of NAD(P)+ regeneration
system by chemical method is described in Figure 2.3. However, the use of H2
requires highly air-sensitive hydrogenase or a complex system containing an
intermediate “hydride carrier”.92 Some transition-metal catalysts have been found
for direct reaction between H2 and NAD(P)+ such as ruthenium (II) complexes94, 95
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and Pt-carbonyl cluster96; however, the TTN was still quite low ( 300).  Besides,
the chemical method suffers from cumbersome reactions, unwanted side products,
and expensive and toxic reagents.92 Hence, this method has not been widely studied
or preferred for co-factor regeneration.
Figure 2.3. Chemical method for NAD(P)+ recycling.94
2.2.2.2. Photochemical method
It has been found that co-factor NAD(P)H can be oxidized under the
irradiation of photosensitiser dyes such as methylene blue or N-
methylphenazonium methyl sulfate with visible light.92 Hence, this reaction can be
utilized to regenerate these co-factors. For an example, methylene blue has been
used as electron acceptor in its excited state (MB+) to photo-regenerate NADH in
the ethanol oxidation, in which a TTN of 1,125 was achieved (Figure 2.4.)97.
Recently, solar energy has been also used for this photochemical method.
Although this method uses a cheap and renewable resource of light energy,
it is still not applicable for many reactions.
Figure 2.4. Photochemical method for NADH recycling.97
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2.2.2.3. Electrochemical method
Since NAD(P)H and NAD(P)+ co-factor only have oxidized and reduced
forms, electrochemical method can be used to regenerate these co-factors. Direct
cathode reduction or anode oxidation using electrodes such as ruthenium modified
glassy carbon98 and tin oxide electrode99, or indirect electrochemical reduction
using electron transport agents as mediators100 were developed (Figure 2.5.).
Figure 2.5. Alternative routes for the electrochemical regeneration of
NAD(P)+ from NAD(P)H. A: direct anodic oxidation; B: indirect-electrochemical
regeneration.100
This is an attractive method for co-factor regeneration as the reductive
power is supplied from a cheap resource of electrical energy. However, the direct
cathode reduction often suffers from low regio- selectivity and side reactions due to
the high overpotentials, electrode fouling and cofactor dimerization. Besides, the
indirect-electrochemical regeneration requires the use of a mediator in the reaction
solution, hence this leads to a complicated product recovery.
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2.2.2.4. Enzymatic method
Enzymatic method is the most popular and powerful technology for co-
factor regeneration and has been widely studied.92, 101 In this method, the co-factor
NAD(P)+ or NAD(P)H are regenerated via reduction or oxidation of the primary or
secondary enzymes. Formate dehydrogenase, glucose dehydrogenase, glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase and alcohol dehydrogenase are well-known for this
regeneration system.101 Depend on the enzymes used for co-factor regeneration, its
appropriate substrate such as formate, glucose, glucose-6-phosphate, alcohol or
ketone is also needed to be added to the reaction mixture. These enzymes can be
used in form of whole-cell, isolated enzymes or permeabilized whole-cells.
This method is highly desirable for co-factor regeneration due to many
advantages: the main reaction for producing the desired product can be easily
coupled with the enzymatic regeneration process; it allows regeneration of co-
factor co-factor for a wide range of reactions; high TTN can be achieved.102
There are two approaches for enzymatic co-factor regeneration thus far:
coupled substrates approach and coupled enzymes approach. More details of these
approaches will be discussed in the following parts.
2.2.3. Approaches for enzymatic NAD(P)+ and NAD(P)H
regeneration
2.2.3.1. Couple-substrate approach
In the couple-substrate approach, only one single enzyme is used for both
main reaction to produce the desired product and regeneration reaction. A co-
substrate is needed for this regeneration system. The main and coupled substrates
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are in different forms: one in the oxidized form and the other in the reduced form,
using two reactions in opposite directions (illustrated in Figure 2.6.).
Figure 2.6. Co-factor regeneration by couple-substrate approach.
The advantage of this approach is that only one single enzyme is required in
a simple process. However, not many enzymes can catalyze these two reactions;
hence the application of this method is limited.
Alcohol dehydrogenase is known as the most popular enzymes used for this
approach. For instance, isopropanol (IPA) can be added as the coupled substrate in
the reduction of carbonyl compounds such as ketones and aldehydes in which both
substrates are catalyzed by alcohol dehydrogenase. Besides, to achieve high yield
of product and high TTN, large excess amount of the secondary substrate is needed
to drive the equilibrium towards the desired product.102 In some cases, a high
concentration of the second substrate may inhibit activity of the enzyme.103
2.2.3.2. Couple-enzyme approach
In the couple-enzymes approach, beside the main enzymes, a coupled
enzyme and its appropriate substrate are needed to regenerate the co-factor for the
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main reaction (illustrated in Figure 2.7.). This approach is more practical because
the coupled enzyme and its substrate can be chosen so that they will not inhibit the
desired or main reaction, and can be easily coupled with many different reactions.
In this approach, the coupled enzyme glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) and its
substrate glucose are the most widely used regeneration system because GDH is
highly active in regenerating co-factor and glucose is a cheap co-substrate.
Figure 2.7. Co-factor regeneration by couple-enzyme approach.
However, since this method requires the addition of a second enzyme, the
cost required for enzyme increases. Some co-substrates such as glucose-6-
phosphate are also quite expensive.
2.3. Immobilization of enzymes
2.3.1. The importance of enzyme immobilization
Recently, immobilization of enzymes has attracted more and more uses for
green chemical synthesis and fuel production due to many advantages.27, 104
Firstly, upon immobilization, the enzymes become more stable under wider
range of pH and temperature, different aqueous and non-aqueous media, different
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storage conditions, and long term reaction. Therefore, the performance of enzymes
can be increased and the enzymes can be applied in a variety of reactions and
broader applications.
Secondly, immobilized enzymes are easier to be separated from the reaction
mixture. As a result, the reaction can be easily controlled and terminated at the
desired time. Moreover, enzymes will not contaminate the product mixture, thus
saving the cost for product purification and decreasing the product inhibition.
Thirdly, since immobilization enhances enzyme stability and facilitates
enzyme separation, this technique makes enzymes able to be recovered and reused,
which increases the productivity of enzymes and dramatically lowers cost of the
enzymes and the overall production.
Finally, enzyme immobilization overcomes the inhibition problem in a
multi-enzymes cascade process. Multi-enzymes in cascade processes can reduce
reaction units, chemical consumption and waste generation with higher space time
yield. However, the incompatibility of multi-enzymes in one system hampers the
practical use of these cascade processes. After immobilization, the mutual
interaction between enzymes causing inhibition can be circumvented, thus these
multi- immobilized enzymes can be efficiently applied in cascade processes.
Due to these advantages, immobilization technology has been widely
applied as heterogeneous biocatalysts in chemical and pharmaceutical industries,
devices or sensors for analytical and medical applications,105 selective adsorbents
for protein purification,106 microdevices for controlled release of protein drugs,107
and fundamental tools for solid-phase protein chemistry.108
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2.3.2. Methodology of enzyme immobilization
In general, immobilized enzymes must contain two functions: non-catalytic
functions and catalytic functions27. The non-catalytic functions are designed to
enable enzyme separation. The catalytic functions are designed to improve the
physical and intrinsic catalytic properties of enzymes, such as activity and stability.
Activity and stability of isolated enzymes are determined by the enzyme
intrinsic structure. However, for immobilized enzymes, their activity and stability
also depend on the properties of carriers and spacer, immobilization conditions,
interaction between enzymes and carriers, and microenvironment around the
immobilized enzymes.
Many immobilization methods have been developed, but basically they can
be classified into adsorption, covalent attachment, entrapment and cross-linking.
2.3.2.1. Adsorption
The adsorption method is based on the adsorption of enzymes on the
surface of carriers. After immobilization, the enzymes do not suffer any chemical
modification.
This method can be considered as the pioneering immobilization method. In
1916, enzyme was immobilized for the first time by physical adsorption on
charcoal.3 Later, it has been developed and classified into non-specific physical
adsorption and specific adsorption.27 Non- specific physical adsorption means that
the enzymes are absorbed by the non-specific forces such as van der Waals forces,
hydrogen bonding and hydrophilic interaction.  Meanwhile, specific adsorption
uses some specific groups on the carriers such as charge groups, hydrophobic tails
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or ligands to absorb the enzymes. Therefore, when using specific adsorption, the
orientation of enzymes binding on the surface of the support can be controlled
(illustrated in Figure 2.8.). The specific adsorption methods are based on one or a
combination of these interactions: electrostatic interaction (or ionic binding),
hydrophobic interaction, affinity adsorption of enzymes to metal chelating or dyes
on supports, and bio-specific adsorption of enzymes to ligands introduced on
carriers.27 Any type of support can be used for adsorption immobilization; however,
for the specific adsorption methodology, the corresponding specific binding groups
must be introduced to the carriers and activated before immobilization.
Figure 2.8. A specific adsorption based immobilization using surface-
modified magnetic nanoparticles to bind to histidine-tagged proteins in a cell lysate
(I: 6x His tagged protein; II: other proteins; III: cell debris; IV: colloid
contaminants).109
Since this is a non-covalent method, the linkage between enzymes and
supports is reversible, which enables to reuse the carriers. Moreover, this method is
cheap, simple, and it can be performed under mild immobilization conditions.
Furthermore, the most interesting advantage of this method is the high residual
activity of immobilized enzymes due to little or no conformational change leading
to destruction of the active site of enzymes during the immobilization process.27
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However, the interactions between enzymes and supports using this method
are too weak to keep the enzymes retain on the supports during reaction and
recycling, especially under changes in temperature, pH and ionic strength.
Therefore, leakage of enzymes from the carriers is often observed, which makes
the adsorption-based immobilized enzymes difficult to be reused. This problem is
one of the main drawbacks hindering the use of this method.26
2.3.2.2. Covalent attachment
The covalent immobilization method is based on the chemical reaction
between the reactive functional groups attached on the supports and the active
amino acid residues of the enzymes (illustrated in Figure 2.9.). Therefore, upon
immobilization, conformation of the enzyme changes, resulting in physical and
chemical modifications in the nature of the enzyme.
Figure 2.9. Covalent immobilization of enzyme on the carrier: (A) active
amino acid residue; (B) functional groups of the carrier; (C) carrier; (D) spacer.27
This immobilization method was developed in 1950s, and has become one
of the most important and widely applied methods for enzyme immobilization
nowadays. Any type of support can be used for this method, but firstly the reactive
functional groups must be introduced to the carriers and activated before
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immobilization. There are two aspects regarding the carriers: physical and chemical.
The physical aspects of these supports include particle size, shape, pore size
distribution, porosity, morphology, hydrophilicity, mechanical stability; while the
chemical aspects comprise of chemical composition, surface chemistry, and
reactive groups.
Since the physical and chemical properties of enzymes are changed after
immobilization, the performance of covalently-immobilized enzymes depends on
many factors: chemical and physical nature of the carriers, nature and length of the
spacer, nature of the linkage between enzyme and support (active amino acid
residues of enzymes and functional groups on the support), interaction between
enzymes and carriers (including enzyme orientation, binding position and number
of bonds of enzymes on the supports), immobilization conditions (such as
temperature, pH, time, shaking speed, enzymes to supports mass ratio, additives,
ionic strength), enzyme distribution, and conformational change of enzymes.27 For
instance, the nature and length of the spacer can lead to steric hindrance between
enzymes and support, thus influencing the remaining activity. The nature of the
linkage can also determine the degree of enzyme leaking after immobilization.
Many functional groups have been developed for covalent immobilization
such as anhydride, carbonate, aldehyde, epoxide, acrylazide, isocyanate, carboxylic
acid phenyl ester and azlactone (illustrated in Figure 2.10.). Aldehyde group is the
most widely studied for enzyme immobilization.
The linkage between enzymes and supports immobilized using this covalent
attachment method is regarded as the strongest one, thus minimizing the enzyme
leakage problems. Therefore, covalently-immobilized enzymes are usually more
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stable and recyclable as compared to the isolated enzymes and enzymes
immobilized by other methods. However, the active site of enzymes is easily
damaged during the chemical reaction of the covalent immobilization process,
resulting in low retention of enzyme activity.
Figure 2.10. Active functional groups on carriers used for covalent
immobilization: (A) anhydride; (B) carbonate; (C) aldehyde; (D) epoxide;
(E) acylazide; (F) isocyanate; (G) carboxylic acid phenyl ester; (H) azlactone.27
2.3.2.3. Entrapment
Entrapment of enzymes is another immobilization method, in which
enzymes are physically or chemically embedded inside the carriers during the
formation of the carriers (described in Figure 2.11.). While the adsorption and
covalent attachment methods use prefabricated supports, the entrapment method
requires the synthesis of a polymer network in the presence of the enzymes.
Entrapment of enzymes into silica sol gels was pioneered by Avnir and co-
workers in 1990.110 In this study, hydrolytic polymerization of tetraethoxysilane
occurred in the presence of alkaline phosphatase, forming the bioactive materials.
Until now, many enzymes have been entrapped into different types of carriers
including lattice matrix (such as organic polymer, silica sol-gel, hollow fiber), and
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microcapsule; as such, entrapment is classified into matrix and microcapsule
entrapment. In this method, precursors, monomers and polymerization condition
such as temperature and solvent should be compatible with the enzyme
molecules.27 Moreover, the microenvironment of the support around the enzymes
also plays an important role to maintain activity of the enzymes. For instance,
lipase entrapped in the silica carrier has higher activity when its microenvironment
is hydrophobic.111
Figure 2.11. Entrapment immobilization: (A) enzyme entrapped in the
lattice matrix, (B) enzyme entrapped in microcapsule.
Since the conformation of enzymes is less affected when using this method,
entrapment may be a good alternative for enzymes which are easily damaged by
covalent methods.112 However, mass transfer limitation is often a serious problem
which reduces activity of the immobilized enzymes.27 Increasing the pore size
could improve mass transfer efficiency, but the enzyme loading and leakage may
be sacrificed. Compared to other methods, supports used in this method are usually
big, which may also influence the enzyme loading capacity. Besides, entrapment is
too weak to fix the enzymes inside the carrier, thus cross-linking of enzymes before
or after the entrapment is often preferred.26
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2.3.2.4. Cross-linking
Cross-linking of enzymes produces carrier-free immobilized enzymes as it
is based on the formation of chemical bonds among enzyme molecules using bi- or
multi- functional reagents (Figure 2.12.). The mechanism forming the chemical
bonds is similar to that of covalent method. The first example of cross-linking
immobilization to form cross-linked enzyme crystals (CLECs) was reported in
1964 by Quiocho and Richards.113 CLECs are usually prepared from pure enzyme
in two steps. The first step aims to control the precipitation of pure enzymes into
microcrystals. In the second step, these microcrystals of enzymes are cross-linked
by chemical cross-linkers. Depending on enzyme crystals having similar or
different reactive groups, the cross-linking agents used can be homobifunctional
and heterobifunctional. Glutaraldehyde is widely used as a cross-linking agent due
to its low cost and high efficiency.
Figure 2.12. Cross-linking of enzymes (CLEs).
Enzymes are generally much more stable in their crystalline form than in
soluble or amorphous form; however, changing crystallization environment may
affect their crystal structure.34 Therefore, cross-linking of the crystals will retain
these structures, hence further increasing enzyme stability. Moreover, enzyme
crystals are formed from pure enzymes having high activity and selectivity (as
compared to crude enzymes), thus being highly active and selective.26, 29, 90
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However, some enzymes are difficult to be crystallized and some crystal forms are
inactive. This affects the enzymes performance as the performance of CLECs
mainly depends on the quality of enzyme crystals.90 Crystallization is also a
laborious procedure which requires expensive enzymes in high purity.
Hence, cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs) were developed, in which
physical aggregation of crude enzymes replaces the complicated and expensive
crystallization of pure enzymes. CLEAs are also synthesized in two steps (as
shown in Figure 2.13.). Firstly, precipitation of enzymes is obtained by adding salts,
organic solvents or non-ionic polymers to protein solution. These aggregates are
kept by non-covalent bonding, thus easily re-dispersed into aqueous solution at a
suitable condition. Secondly, chemical cross-linking of these aggregates is required
to maintain aggregated structure.
Figure 2.13. Preparation of a CLEA.
Advantages of this CLEAs method are that this method is simpler and
cheaper than the CLECs. Nevertheless, immobilized enzymes prepared by this
method often have low residual activity. Other drawbacks of the crosslinking
method, such as diffusion limitation, narrow reactor configuration, and the paucity
Precipitate Cross-link
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of lysine residues on enzyme for the chemical cross-linking make it hardly the first
choice for enzyme immobilization.26, 27, 90
2.3.3. Supports used in enzyme immobilization
There is a variety of types of supports used for immobilization. They can be
classified based on composition, porous properties, shape or size.
Based on the composition, supports for enzyme immobilization can be a
synthetic organic polymer, biopolymer, hydrogels, smart polymer or inorganic
polymer (silica).26 Each material has its own properties with different functional
groups, but all of them should be compatible with enzymes to facilitate the
immobilization and recycling. Silica carrier can be easily synthesized with better
stability in different solvent and pH, but its OH- functional groups can not be easily
modified for enzyme immobilization as compared to those in organic polymer
carriers. Magnetic iron oxide particles were recently developed and have received
increasing interest because of the simple synthesis in aqueous solution, cheap price,
and non-toxicity. More importantly, magnetic iron oxide material can be separated
by an external magnetic field, which is easier, more efficient, and cheaper method
than the filtration and centrifugation methods.24 The iron oxide carrier can be
further coated with organic polymer, biopolymer or silica to increase its stability
and biocompatibility.
Based on the porous properties, the supports can be macro-porous, meso-
porous, micro-porous or non-porous. The macro-, meso- and micro-porous carriers
often cause some diffusion limitation, while the non-porous one provides minimum
mass transfer resistance.
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Shape of the carriers can be irregular or regular (such as bead (A), hollow
spheres (B, C), thin film (D), discs (E) and membranes (F)) as illustrated in Figure
2.14.27 Among them, irregular and spherical shapes provide highest surface areas.
Figure 2.14. Carriers of different shape.27
Size of carriers varies from macro- to micro- size. Carrier size is one of the
most critical non-catalytic properties of immobilized enzymes which affects
enzyme loading, activity, selectivity, reuse, the reaction system and reactor
configuration.29 Carriers having smaller size will have larger surface areas, thus
having higher enzyme loading capacity and better mass transfer efficiency.15, 24, 27
2.3.4. Challenges of traditional method of enzyme immobilization
Target of immobilization technology is to provide high enzyme loading,
high retention of activity, high stability, high selectivity, good separation, good
recyclability, and broad reactor configurations.
However, no available method so far can meet all of these requirements
because each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, the best
method for different enzymes, different applications, and different carriers may be
different. Thus, rational combination of methods can be a solution to solve the
limitations of individual method.27
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2.3.5. Immobilization of enzyme on magnetic nanoparticles
Recently, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have received increasing
attention as potential supports for enzyme immobilization due to their distinctive
advantages.15, 24 Since the particles are in nanometer size, MNPs possess extremely
high surface area-to-volume ratio for enzyme immobilization, thus providing
remarkably high loading capacity over micro-sized support. Moreover, the surface
of nanoparticles has higher curvature than that of microparticles, and free enzymes
with diameters of a few nanometers are generally considered to have global shape.
When approaching the surface of nanoparticles for immobilization, enzymes do not
need to flatten themselves to attach a dense functional group on the surface of the
nanoparticles as compared to that of larger-sized particles. Consequently, the active
site in enzyme conformation can be maintained, and activity of enzymes can be
retained. The small size of these particles also gives better dispersibility and mass
transfer efficiency, thus facilitating immobilized enzymes to achieve good
biocatalytic performance. Enzymes also showed higher stability towards broader
pH, solvents, temperatures, and longer storage time after immobilized on MNPs.
More importantly, MNPs possess superparamagnetic behavior, which is very
important property for immobilized enzymes to be quickly separated from their
biotransformation and easily re-dispersed for their next cycle, thus generating the
efficient recyclability for immobilized enzyme.19, 114
Different immobilization methods such as adsorption, entrapment and
covalent attachment have been widely applied to immobilize many different
enzymes such as monooxygenase, dehydrogenase, lipase, glucose oxidase and
other biomolecules on this type of support.115 In general, adsorption method by
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hydrophobic, hydrophilic or affinity interaction provides immobilized enzymes
with high enzyme loading and high residual activity, but still suffers from the
leakage of enzyme during reaction and recycling. Entrapment of enzymes into
MNPs has quite low mass transfer efficiency. Covalent attachment of enzymes on
MNPs can prevent these leakage and mass transfer problems, but the retained
activity is usually lower than that with adsorption and entrapment on MNPs.
Versatile functional groups such as -NH2, -CHO, -COOH, -SH, -Ni2+ could be
easily attached on the surface of these MNPs for covalent attachment
immobilization.
Several materials such as pure metals (Co, Ni, Fe), alloys (CoPt3, FePt),
spinel-type ferromagnets (MgFe2O4, MnFe2O4, CoFe2O4) and iron oxide (Fe3O4,
Fe2O3) have been used to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles.116, 117 Among them,
iron oxide is a suitable material for green chemistry as it is cheap, relatively stable,
biocompatible, and easily synthesized in aqueous solution. Iron oxide MNPs also
possess many interesting and distinctive properties as a good candidate for other
applications. However, naked magnetic nanoparticles are often unstable, thus
further coating of these particles is often required.
In general, iron oxide MNPs can be considered as a promising and potential
carrier for enzyme immobilization. Further development of these MNPs is needed
to significantly improve the efficiency of enzyme immobilization technology.
The following part will describe the properties, synthesis, coating,
application as well as limitation of these MNPs in more details.
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2.4. Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
2.4.1.Properties of MNPs
2.4.1.1. Magnetic behavior
Iron is one of the only six pure elements which shows magnetic ordering.118
It has strong magnetic moment because of four unpaired electrons in its 3d
orbitals.119 When crystals are formed from iron atoms, they may have different
magnetic states such as paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, ferromagnetism, and
antiferromagnetism which have different responses under external magnetic fields.
Different alignments of individual atomic magnetic moments are illustrated in
Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15. Alignments of individual atomic magnetic moments in
different types of materials.119
Under external magnetic fields, magnetization of particles will reach
saturation magnetization Ms at the saturation field Hs (illustrated in Figure 2.16.).
When decreasing the field, magnetization does not follow exactly the initial
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magnetization curve. At H = 0, the retention of magnetization Mr survives and is
called remanence. The field in the opposite direction (-Hc) in which magnetization
of particles equals zero is called coercivity. When further increasing the opposite
field, magnetization can reach saturation again with the negative value.
Figure 2.16. Ferromagnetic hysteresis curve. MS: saturated magnetization,
HS: saturation ﬁeld, Mr: remanent magnetization and HC: the coercive force.118
A magnetic particle can contain multi-domains and not all of the domains
align or align in the same direction, which decreases the overall magnetization of
the whole particle. However, when the size of particle is small, the number of
domain in one particle will be reduced until it becomes single domain. This particle
size, in which it is considered as single domain, is called critical diameter (dc) and
this particle is considered to be superparamagnetic. Normally, iron oxide
nanoparticles with size smaller than 15 nm often display this superparamagnetic
behavior at room temperature.119
Superparamagnetic nanoparticles or a single domain has no hysteresis loop,
no coercivity, no remanence and high magnetization saturation. Therefore, at H = 0,
superparamagnetic nanoparticles has no magnetization. By slightly increasing the
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magnetic field, its magnetization quickly reaches saturation; however, this
magnetization also drops to zero immediately after removing the external magnetic
field. Therefore, this is an ideal support for enzyme immobilization in which
immobilized enzymes can be quickly separated from reaction mixture and easily
re-dispersed without aggregation for the recycling.
2.4.1.2. Biocompatibility
Biocompatibility is one of important requirement for iron oxide to be
directly used in enzyme immobilization and other biomedical applications. Many
studies were devoted to examine the toxicity of iron oxide MNPs before and after
coating.120 It was demonstrated that toxicity of naked iron oxide is dose-dependent,
but it can be significantly reduced after coating with a biocompatible polymer.
2.4.1.3. Stability
MNPs have high surface area-to-volume ratio, thus having high chemical
activity. Therefore, naked MNPs often tend to aggregate to minimize their high
surface energy. Moreover, magnetite iron oxide (Fe3O4) is easily dissolved in
acidic medium or oxidized in air to maghemite (-Fe2O3), which results in loss of
magnetism.121 Theoretically, three forces affecting the dispersion of naked MNPs
are van de Waals forces, electrostastic repulsive forces, and magnetic dipolar force.
Stability of naked MNPs can be maintained by controlling the electrostastic
repulsive forces. Besides, the surface of iron oxide acts as Lewis acids, thus easily
coordinating with water, dissociating and leaving the hydroxyl functional groups
on particle surface. Since these hydroxyl groups are amphoteric, the surface charge
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of MNPs depends on pH of solution. It was observed that the isoelectric point of
MNPs is at pH 6.8.
Therefore, naked MNPs have very poor stability to be directly used in
enzyme immobilization.122 Instead, protecting them with a proper coating is a
better choice, which can further provide some steric repulsive forces to stabilize
these particles. In fact, the coating not only improves the stability of MNPs but also
helps them to disperse in different media and provides some reactive functional
groups for further functionalization and immobilization.
2.4.2. Synthesis of MNPs
Many methods have been developed for iron oxide MNPs synthesis, but co-
precipitation, thermal decomposition, hydrothermal method, and microemulsion
have been commonly used. Each method has its advantages and disadvatages.
However, co-precipitation method is generally considered as the most facile, fastest,
and simplest method, and thermal decomposition is the best method in term of size
and morphology control.116 Therefore, these two methods are mostly preferred and
applied in large scale synthesis.
2.4.2.1. Co-precipitation
In the co-precipitation method, iron oxide MNPs are formed after the
addition of base (such as NH4OH) into Fe2+/Fe3+ salt solutions under inert
atmosphere, normal pressure, and 20 to 90oC (as described in Figure 2.17.). The
resulting iron oxide MNPs should be well dispersed in water. Bubbling nitrogen or
argon is often required to prevent the undesired oxidation of magnetite Fe3O4 to
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maghemite -Fe2O3.116, 123 Moreover, stabilizer such as oleic acid should be added
during or after the synthesis to enhance the colloidal stability of particles.
The magnetic saturation values of magnetite nanoparticles are
experimentally determined at around 30 – 50 emu.g-1.24
Figure 2.17. Scheme for oleic acid-coated iron oxide MNPs preparation
by co-precipitation method.
As mentioned above, this method is facile, reproducible, simple, fast and
produces high yield of particles under mild condition. However, the size
distribution of particles is only relatively narrow. In general, size, shape and
composition of MNPs can be controlled by types of salts (chlorides, sulfates or
nitrites), ratio of Fe2+/Fe3+, addition of organic additive and reaction condition such
as temperature, pH, ionic strength and stirring speed.116, 121
2.4.2.2. Thermal decomposition
MNPs synthesized by this method are based on the thermal decomposition
of organometallic precursors in organic solvents at high temperature in the






acetylacetonates, metal cupferronates or carbonyls.116 The organic solvents must
have high boiling points because the reaction occurs at very high temperatures
(around 100 – 320oC). Common stabilizers are oleic acid, fatty acids, oleylamine,
and hexadecylamine.116, 124, 125 Inert atmosphere is also required to prevent the
undesired oxidation.
It was demonstrated that highly monodispersed magnetic nanocystals with
controlled size can be essentially synthesized using this method.116, 124, 125 However,
this is a complicated method which requires very high temperature, organic solvent
and long reaction time (from hours to days). Example of synthetic route of
magnetite MNPs preparation by thermal decomposition method is described in
Figure 2.18. Factors controlling particle size include ratio of starting reagents
(precursor, surfactant and solvent),116 reaction condition (temperature, reaction
time, aging period),116, 126 type and concentration of capping agent,111, 127 and
solvents with different boiling point.124 Moreover, the complete separation of
nucleation and growth is proved to be critical for the synthesis of monodispersed
nanocrystal.
Figure 2.18. Scheme for magnetite MNPs preparation by thermal
decomposition method.125
2.4.2.3. Hydrothermal method
Hydrothermal method is based on the phase transfer and separation
mechanism occurring at the interphase of the system which contains three phases:
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solid (such as metal linoleate), liquid (such as ethanol-linoleic acid) and solution
(water or ethanol) as described in Figure 2.19.116, 128 In this method, reaction must
take place under hydrothermal condition (at very high temperature and high
pressure in sealed Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave). Reaction mixture
normally comprises metal salts precursor, high-boiling-point reducing agent,
ethanol, electrostatic stabilizer, and surfactant.
Although mechanism of this method is still not quite clear, this is a
powerful method to produce high quality nanocrystal with controlled shape and
size.116 However, this method requires the special tool Teflon-lined stainless-steel
autoclave, high temperature, pressure, and long time reaction which make it
difficult to be applied in large scale.
Figure 2.19. The liquid-solid-solution (LSS) phase transfer synthetic
strategy.116
2.4.2.4. Microemulsion
Different from the other methods, this method uses microemulsions as
nanoreactors in which nanoparticle formation occurs. These microemulsions are
water-in-oil emulsions, where organic solvent is the continuous phase and aqueous
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solution containing desired reactants acts as microdroplets.123 Surfactant is used to
stabilize and control the diameter of these microdroplets in the organic phase. By
mixing microdroplets containing different reagents or adding reducing agent to
microdroplets containing metals salts solution, or bubbling gas through the
microemulsion, they will continuously collide, coalesce and become nanoreactor
(described in Figure 2.20.).116, 119, 123 At this time, reaction occurs and the
nanoparticles formed will remain inside the micelles. Finally, ethanol or acetone
will be added to the microemulsion system in order to destroy the system and
separate the precipitates from surfactant. MNPs will be collected by filtration or
centrifugation and redispersed in water.
Figure 2.20. Schematic representation of nanoparticles synthesis in
microemulsions (a) by mixing two microemulsions, (b) by adding a reducing agent,
and (c) by bubbling gas through the microemulsion method.119
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An advantage of this method is that size and shape of MNPs can be easily
controlled by the molar ratio of water to surfactant.21, 116 Moreover, this method is
often used to synthesize MNPs and their coating in one pot synthesis.21 However,
this is very complicated process, and the yield of particles is quite low, compared
to co-precipitation and thermal decomposition method. Particle size and shape is
also in relatively broad range.116
2.4.3. Coatings of MNPs
As previously mentioned, rational coating for MNPs is often preferred.
Many methods have been developed to prepare polymer-magnetic nanomaterials
such as surface-initiated controlled polymerization, self-assembly, self-association,
and heterogeneous polymerization methods.117 Using these methods, magnetic-
polymer composites in different morphologies can be synthesized. These
morphologies can be classified into three types (illustrated in Figure 2.21.):
magnetic single core-polymer shell (Figure 2.21.a), magnetic multicores-polymer
shell (Figure 2.21.b), magnetic nanoparticles on the surface of polymer core
(raspberry-like or heterocoagulated structure – Figure 2.21.c), and magnetic core-
polymer chains attached (brush-like structure – Figure 2.21.d). Different
morphologies have been found to be useful in different bioapplications. In
biocatalysis, magnetic multicores-polymer shell nanoparticles are preferred
because this structure can provide better magnetic response than the single core-
polymer shell structure, and be more stable than the raspberry-like or brush-like
structures.
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Figure 2.21. Different morphologies of composite magnetic polymer microspheres:
(a) single-core; (b) multicore or embedded; (c) raspberry-like or heterocoagulated;
(d) brush-like morphology.117
Coatings for MNPs include organic components (such as surfactant,
polymer) and inorganic components (such as silica, precious metals or oxides).24,
116
 The organic polymer coating can be natural or synthetic polymer.129 In general,
after coating, the core-shell particles possess properties of both magnetic core and
its coating as hybrid carriers. Since enzymes have to bind to the surface of these
particles during immobilization, these core-shell particles should have reactive
functional groups on their surface or must be chemically modified to attach the
specific ligands or recognition groups onto their surface.130
However, silica and most of synthetic polymer coating do not have their
own reactive functional groups, thus further complicated modification is often
required. Recently, poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) shell was studied and
attracted increasing attentions as special reactive carriers possessing the easily
transformable epoxy groups.15, 129, 130 Epoxy functional groups of glycidyl
methacrylate (GMA) monomer will expose on the surface of the magnetic
multicore-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) nanoparticles after the polymerization
process. Therefore, these magnetic core-polymer shell particles can be easily and
directly reacted with different groups such as amino, thiol, and phenolic, or further
modified under mild conditions for enzyme immobilization and other
applications.131
a) b) c) d)
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Since PGMA is a new type of polymer coating for magnetic polymer
composite preparation, there have not been many studies reported on the synthesis
of this coating. Majority of these research were donated by Horak et al. who
prepared these iron oxide-PGMA particles by dispersion polymerization129 and
emulsion polymerization132. However, there were no clear TEM photographs of the
core-shell particles synthesized reported from this group. Later, Wang et al.
successfully attached this coating on the Fe3O4 nanoparticles and produced
monodispersed multi iron oxide core-PGMA nanocomposite with diameter at 90
nm (30 nm multicore, 30 nm polymer thickness)15 as shown in Figure 2.22.15
Figure 2.22. (a) TEM and (b) FESEM image of Fe3O4-PGMA
nanoparticles.15
2.4.4. Applications of MNPs
Based on their unique properties and distinct advantages, MNPs can easily
penetrate biomembrane system, fastly bind to biomolecules, and be magnetically
controllable. Therefore, superparamagnetic nanoparticles have been used for many
biomedical133, 134 and biological applications such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI),135-137 hyperthermia, drug delivery,138-140 magnetic separation to manipulate
cells and proteins,131, 141 biosensor,142, 143 and biocatalyst15, 24. For instance,




investigated for their non-specific interactions with IgG negative L929 mouse
fibroblasts.131 Magnetic cell separation is one of the most effective processes for
many clinical and immunological applications. In this technology, the magnetic
polymer nanoparticles were used to bind with the target cells then isolated from
cell suspension by using a suitable magnetic separator. Another example of using
MNPs in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the biocompatible conjugated anti-
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) monoclonal antibody rch 24 (rch 24 mAb) on the
magnetic monocarboxyl-terminated poly(ethylene glycol) (Fe3O4@PEG-COOH) as
contrast agent.137 This designed conjugated rch 24 mAb was proved to effectively
target the cancer cells for both in vitro and in vivo detection.
2.4.5. Limitation of MNPs
Although MNPs have many advantages and benefits, practical application
of these particles, especially in biocatalysis, still face a significant challenge of
efficient separation and recycling. In fact, carriers with nanosize always have
severe problems in separation, especially when using conventional filtration and
centrifugation method in heterogeneous reaction mixture where substrates or
products are insoluble.27 Separation of MNPs are much easier than other nanosize
supports due to its magnetically separable property, but the single magnetic
nanoparticles are still impossible to be captured even in high capturing efficiency
in high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) due to strong Brownian motion.24
Normally, long separation time and strong magnetic ﬁeld are required for
separating nanobiocatalysts of these sizes, and it is difficult to achieve complete
separation. Many efforts have been contributed to improve their separation by
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clustering these particles above 500 nm to be easily separated with low to moderate
magnetic field strength; however, the enzyme loading and activity were sacrified.24,
144-148 Solving this limitation without losing the advantages of MNPs is an exciting
goal for the development of enzyme immobilization technology.
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
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3.1. Materials
3.1.1. Chemicals and commercialized enzymes
Table 3.1: Chemicals and commercialized enzymes.
Materials Formula Supplier Properties
Ferric chloride  hexahydrate FeCl3.6H2O Sigma-
Aldrich
97%
Ferrous  chloride  tetrahydrate FeCl2.4H2O
Sigma-
Aldrich 99%












Ammonium  persulfate [(NH4)2S2O8 Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 98 %































































Potassium hydroxide pellets KOH Merck 99%
Isopropyl--D-
thiogalactopyranoside - 1
st BASE > 99%
Isopropanol [(CH3)2CHOH Tedia > 99%
n-hexane CH3(CH2)4CH3 Tedia 95%
Ethyl acetate H3CO2C2H5 Tedia > 99%




Yeast extract - BiomedDiagnostics





















Lipozyme® TL IM - Novozymes
Novozyme 435® - Novozymes
3.1.2. Preparation of isolated enzymes
3.1.2.1. Growth of recombinant E.coli
The recombinant E.coli strain containing His-tagged enzyme was
inoculated onto LB agar plate (10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract and 5 g NaCl in 1 L
de-ionized water (DI water) with 1.5% agar) containing kanamycin (50 g/mL) and
grown overnight at 37C. A single colony of this strain grown on the LB agar plate
was taken and inoculated into 100 mL of LB medium with kanamycin (50 g/mL)
at 250 rpm, 37C for 12 h to obtain biomass having optical densities OD600 at
around 1.46.
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This pre-cultured E. coli was added to TB medium (1 L DI water, 12 g
bacto tryptone, 24 g bacto yeast extract, 4 mL glycerol, 2.3 g KH2PO4, 12.54 g
K2HPO4) containing kanamycin 50 g/mL. This mixture was shaken at 250 rpm
and 37C. Samples were taken at different time points for OD600 measurement.
When the OD600 reached around 0.6 – 1, IPTG was added to final concentration of
0.1 – 0.4 mM, and then the mixture was continuously shaken at 250 rpm and 30C.
The cells were harvested at the late exponential phase by centrifugation at 5,400g
and 4C for 10 min, and then washed with potassium phosphate (KP) buffer (5 mM;
pH 7.5) before stored at -80C.
3.1.2.2. Purification of enzyme
Wet cells of recombinant E. coli containing His-tagged enzyme were
suspended in Immidazole buffer (10 mM; pH 8), then passed through a
homogenizer (Constant cell disruption system) twice at 20,000 lb/in2. The resulting
mixture was centrifuged at 21,000 g and 4C for 30 min to remove the cell debris.
The cell free extract was filtrated through membrane filter (pore diameter of 0.2
µm), mixed with Ni-NTA agarose, and then rotated at 4C in a tube tumbler at 30
rpm in 1 h for effective binding of His-tagged enzyme onto the Ni-NTA agarose.
After that, this mixture was loaded into an empty column and successively
washed with Immidazole 20 mM, Immidazole 30 mM, and then Immidazole 50
mM. The purified fractions of His-tagged enzyme were eluted when adding
Immidazole 100 – 250 mM (several times). The purified His-tagged enzyme was
desalted via Amicon ultra-15 10K centrifugal filter devices, and stored in Tris
buffer (20 mM, pH 8) containing glycerol 20%.
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Figure 3.1. Purification of His-tagged enzymes via Ni-NTA column.
3.2. Synthetic methods
In order to prepare the biocatalysts, firstly oleic acid coated iron oxide
magnetic nanoparticles (OA-MNPs) was synthesized, then coated with
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) polymer (GMA-MNPs). Before using for
immobilization, these particles were introduced the amine, aldehyde functional
groups and Ni-NTA complex to form NH2-MNPs, CHO-MNPs and Ni-NTA-
MNPs, respectively. After that, purified His-tagged enzyme was immobilized on
these functionalized nanoparticles at controlled pH. These immobilized enzymes
can be used directly in aqueous phase or freeze-dried to form magnetic
nanobiocatalyst aggregates and use in grease system.
3.2.1. Synthesis of iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (OA-MNPs)
The oleic acid coated iron oxide was prepared by co-precipitation method in
aqueous phase.15 0.01 mol (2.703 g) ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3.6H2O) and
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0.005 mol (0.994 g) ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2.4H2O) were added into
100 mL of de-ionized (DI) water under mechanical stirring at 80ºC and argon
bubbling. Then, 0.01 mol (8.01 g) of potassium oleate was added into the above
solution and the mixture was continuously stirred. After 30 min, 35 mL of
ammonium hydroxide (4% solution) was added to this mixture and reaction was
continued for another 30 min. The oleic acid-coated iron oxide magnetic
nanoparticles (OA-MNPs) were collected by centrifugation at 16,700 g and 20ºC
for 10 min.
3.2.2. Synthesis of magnetic core - poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell
nanoparticles (GMA-MNPs)
The OA-MNPs synthesized above was purified by high gradient magnetic
separation (HGMS) to wash away the un-reacted oleic acid and ammonium
hydroxide.
After that, these water based ferrofluid was used to fabricate the magnetic
iron oxide core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles (GMA-MNPs).
Different sizes of the GMA-MNPs could be controlled in nanoscale by tuning the
density of OA-MNPs. 25 mL reaction mixture consisting of 0.267 – 1 mg/mL OA-
MNPs, 9 mg ammonium persulfate (APS) initiator, 0.126 mL glycidyl
methacrylate (GMA) monomer and DI water was stirred at 80ºC in 1.5 h. The
resultant GMA-MNPs were collected by centrifugation at 21,000 g for 10 min and
washed by DI water two times.
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3.2.3. Functionalization of magnetic core - poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) shell nanoparticles
The GMA-MNPs after fabricated were functionalized with the amine
groups, and then the aldehyde functional groups and the Ni-NTA complex on their
surface for enzyme immobilization.
To introduce the amine functional groups, 0.011 mol (2.4 mL) of 4,7,10-
trioxa-1,13-tridecanediamine was added into 48 mL aqueous solution containing
0.112 g GMA-MNPs, and then incubated under magnetic stirring at 80ºC for 24 h.
Afterwards, the GMA-MNPs with functional amine groups of 4,7,10-trioxa-1,13-
tridecanediamine (NH2-MNPs) were collected by centrifugation at 21,000 g for 20
min and washed by DI water several times.
To introduce the aldehyde functional groups on the surface of nanoparticles,
135 mL glutaraldehyde (10% solution) containing 0.11 g NH2-MNPs was
incubated at room temperature under mild shaking for 18 h. The aldehyde
containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) were washed several times in DI water.
After washed, 0.1 g CHO-MNPs were obtained.
To introduce the Ni-NTA complex on the surface of nanoparticles, 2 mL of
Nα,Nα-Bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine solution (50 mM) was added to 15 mL of
CHO-MNPs solution, and then the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24
h to form the nitrilotriacetic acid-functionlized nanoparticles (NTA-MNPs). These
NTA-MNPs were collected by centrifugation at 21,000g for 10 min and washed
with DI water several times. After that, 0.5 mL of NiCl2  (1 M) was dropwise
added to 15 mL of NTA-MNPs, and then stirred at room  temperature  for  18  h to
bind the Ni2+ onto the  NTA-MNPs. The resultant Ni-NTA-MNPs were collected
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by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 minutes, and washed with DI water several
times.
3.2.4. Immobilization of enzymes on functionalized magnetic core -
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles
A mixture of functionalized magnetic core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate)
shell nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs or Ni-NTA-MNPs) and His-tagged enzymes was
mildly rotated at 4C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm in potassium phosphate (KP)
buffer (7 mM; pH 8) for 1 – 4 h to immobilize enzymes on the respective magnetic
nanobicatalysts.
3.3. Characteristic methods
3.3.1. Characterization of enzymes
3.3.1.1. Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
The purity and molecular weight of isolated enzymes after purified via Ni-
NTA column was determined by Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
The SDS-PAGE was performed by loading 15 g proteins on a gel
containing 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 10% acrylamide. This gel was
stained with a 0.1% solution of Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250149 in
methanol/acetic acid/water (4:1:5; v/v/v), and then de-stained by soaking in DI
water in 12 h. After that, distinct bands of proteins were appeared within the gel.
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Compared to the known molecular weight size marker run separately in the gel,
molecular weight of purified enzyme was determined. Highly purified isolated
enzyme should contain only the band of this enzyme.
3.3.1.2. Bradford protein assay
The protein concentration was determined by using the Bradford protein
assay with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a standard.150
The Bradford reagent was retrieved from storage at 4°C to room
temperature prior to use.  The calibration curve that relates protein concentration to
optical density at 595 nm was determined by testing the optical density at 595 nm
for known concentration of BSA protein. The protein standard was prepared by
dissolving BSA in potassium phosphate (KP) buffer (7 mM; pH 8) at different
concentration at 10 g/mL, 30 g/mL and 50 g/mL.  200 L of BSA at different
protein concentrations was thoroughly mixed with 1 mL of the Bradford reagent in
each 2 mL cuvette, and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. After that, the
absorbance of the complex of protein and dye Coomassie Brilliant Blue was
measured by Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis) at wavelength of 595 nm.
A blank was prepared with 200 L of potassium phosphate (KP) buffer (7 mM; pH
8) and 1.5ml of Bradford Reagent in the same procedure. The data points of optical
density (OD) were obtained to plot a linear graph of the optical density against the














Figure 3.2. Calibration curve of optical density at 595 nm against protein
concentration of bovine serum albumin (BSA).
To measure the unknown concentration of protein sample, the Bradford
protein assay was used as same as the assay established to make the calibration
curve. 200 L of protein sample was thoroughly mixed with 1 mL of the Bradford
reagent, and incubated for 10 min at room temperature before measuring the
absorbance at 595 nm. The blank was prepared with buffer used to dissolve the
protein sample. The  linear equation  of  the  calibration  curve  was  used  to
calculate  the concentration  of  unknown protein samples, based on the optical
density (OD) obtained.
3.3.2. Characterization of nanoparticles and biocatalysts
3.3.2.1. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
The core-shell structure and diameter of nanoparticles was examined by the
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM).
2 L of solution of particle was dropped on a copper grid with 200 mesh
carbon coating on a filter paper. After that, sample was dried in room temperature
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overnight before measurement. TEM measurement was performed on JEOL: JEM-
2010 model.
3.3.2.2. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM)
The surface and diameter of nanoparticles was examined by the Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM).
2 L of solution of particle was dropped on a silicon wafer and dried in
room temperature overnight. After that, surface of the sample was coated with 5
nm platinum to improve the conductivity before measurement. Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) was performed on JEOL: JSM-6700F
model.
3.3.2.3. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
The hydrodynamic size distribution of particles in solution was measured
by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS).
Particle solution was diluted and transferred into a 2ml cuvette before
measurement. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was determined by Zetasizer nano-
ZS from Malvern.
3.3.2.4. Zeta-Potential




The figure of biocatalysts in water or oil was measured by optical
microscopy taken on Leica TCS SP5 (10x).
3.3.2.6. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
The magnetic properties and the saturated magnetization of magnetic
nanoparticles were determined by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM).
The sample was freeze-dried and wrapped by a small piece of alumni foil
before measured on VSM7407 at 297K.
3.3.2.7. Determination of epoxy group
The amount of epoxy groups attached on GMA-MNPs was determined by
method developed by Sundberg et al.151
100L of GMA-MNPs (8.3 mg/mL solution) was added into 1.5 mL of
sodium thiosulphate solution (1.3 M). Reaction between epoxy groups on GMA-
MNPs and sodium thiosulphate formed OH-. pH of this reaction mixture was
neutralized by addition of HCl until the reaction was completed. The amount of
oxirane presented on GMA-MNPs was then calculated from the amount of HCl
used.
3.3.2.8. Determination of aldehyde group
The amount of aldehyde groups attached on CHO-MNPs was determined
by colorimetric assay.152
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0.1 ml of CHO-MNPs (0.48 mg/mL solution) were introduced into a
sulfuric acid solution (100 L of H2SO4 mixed with 600 L of water), then
sonicated in 10 min to remove the glutaraldehyde out of the surface of the particles.
After that, nanoparticles were removed from the solution by centrifugation at
21,000 g for 20 min. Subsequently, 80 L of phenol 20% (w/v) in ethanol and 1.4
mL of sulfuric acid were added to the solution. After incubation at room
temperature, the absorbance of the solution was measured at 482 nm. A calibration
curve of OD at 482 nm against molar of glutaraldehyde was established (Figure
3.3). Molar of glutaraldehyde binding on the particles was calculated based on this
calibration.
Figure 3.3. Calibration curve of OD482 against molar of glutaraldehyde (GA).
3.3.3. Analytical method of biotransformation
3.3.3.1. Gas chromatography (GC)
The concentration of substrate and product from the biotransformation, and
the product ee were analyzed by using an Agilent GC with different columns.
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Sample was dissolved in solvent (n-hexane or ethyl acetate) containing
internal standard n-hexadecane (2 mM). The conversion or yield was calculated
based on the calibration curve using substrate or product standard.
3.3.3.2. High-performance liquid chromatography  (HPLC)
The product ee was also analyzed by HPLC on Daicel Chiralcel OJ column
(4.6 mm x 250 mm) with detection of 210 nm and column temperature at 30C. n-
hexane (90% v/v) and isopropanol (10% v/v) was used as mobile phase with a flow
rate of 1 mL/min.
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CHAPTER 4: REVERSIBLE CLUSTERING OF MAGNETIC
NANOBIOCATALYSTS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BIOCATALYSIS AND EASY CATALYST RECYCLING
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4.1. Introduction
Immobilization of enzymes on magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) as
nanobiocatalyst has received increasing attention for in vitro biotransformation,
since nanobiocatalysts could achieve higher enzyme loading due to the higher
surface area to volume ratio as well as higher catalytic performance due to higher
mass transfer efficiency in reaction medium. Many enzymes were immobilized on
the cheap and biocompatible iron oxide MNPs,14, 15, 21, 153-157 and some of them
achieved good activity and stability. However, despite the special magnetic
behavior of MNPs, facile recycling of nanobiocatalysts remains a signiﬁcant
challenge in practical application.
Iron oxide MNPs behave as superparamagnets only when their diameter is
below 15 nm, and it is impossible to effectively capture a single MNP of this size
even by high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS).116, 158 One approach to solve
this problem is to coat multiple sub-15 nm iron oxide MNPs with a polymer to
form a bigger MNP with stable core-shell structure.14, 15, 20, 159-161 Attaching
enzymes on such MNPs with a diameter of 100-200 nm was reported to give good
catalytic performance,14, 15 and the recycling of the nanobiocatalysts was also
demonstrated. However, long separation time and strong magnetic ﬁeld are
required for nanobiocatalysts of these sizes, and it is difficult to achieve complete
separation. On the other hand, clustering of sub-15 nm iron oxide MNPs by other
methods as nanoclusters is known,144-148 and a diameter of > 500 nm was thought to
be suitable for separation under low to moderate magnetic ﬁeld strength.24, 162
Fabrication of biocatalysts with such nanoclusters requires further coating,
functionalization, and immobilization with enzymes, giving the ﬁnal catalyst with
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too large size and no advantages of nanobiocatalysts. It is a dilemma in the
development of nanobiocatalysts that while high enzyme loading and high catalytic
performance require small size of catalyst, easy and complete separation needs big
size of catalyst.
Herein, this chapter reports a novel concept and practical method to solve
this challenging problem via reversible clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts. In
this concept (illustrated in Figure 4.1.), nanobiocatalysts with high enzyme loading
are designed to form reversible clusters of micro-size via non-covalent interaction
among enzyme-bound MNPs; the clusters are easily dissociated into individual
nanobiocatalysts in reaction medium by gentle shaking to catalyze the desired
transformation with high performance; and the nanobiocatalysts quickly form
clusters again after reaction by stopping shaking, allowing for easy, fast, and
complete separation of the catalysts.




4.2.1. Preparation of RDR (Alcohol dehydrogenase)
E.coli pET28a RDR (N-histag) containing His-tagged RDR were
inoculated in LB medium containing kanamycin (50 g/mL) and then cultured in
TB medium containing kanamycin 50 g/mL at 250 rpm and 37°C as decribed in
part 3.1.2.1.163 IPTG was added to 0.25 mM at OD600 ~ 1 and the cells were
harvested at the late exponential phase (OD600 ~ 13) after 21 h. Wet cells of E. coli
pET28a RDR (N-histag) (2.4g) were then disrupted in 120 mL Immidazole buffer
(10 mM; pH 8) and purified via Ni-NTA as procedure describde in part 3.1.2.2.
The protein concentration was determined by using the Bradford protein
content assay and the purity of isolated His-tagged RDR was examined by the
Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
4.2.2. Preparation of the reversible clusters of RC RDR-MNPs
The route for preparing the reversibly clustered magnetic nanobiocatalysts
is outlined in Figure 4.2.
As described in part 3.2., the GMA-MNPs containing iron oxide magnetic
core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles were firstly synthesized.
4,7,10-trioxa-1,13-tridecanediamine was then added to aqueous suspension of
GMA-MNPs, and stirred at 80C for 24 h  to form the NH2-MNPs containing
amino group on their surface.13 The resulted NH2-MNPs were stirred with
glutaraldehyde (10% solution) at room temperature for 18 h to generate aldehyde-
containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs). CHO-MNPs synthesized from different
batch were gathered for large scale immobilization.
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Figure 4.2. Synthesis and biocatalysis of reversibly clustered magnetic
nanobiocatalysts.
After that, 2.57 mg CHO-MNPs and 0.18 mg purified His-tagged RDR was
mildly rotated at 4C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm in 2 mL of phosphate buffer (7
mM, pH 8) for 4 h. The reversible cluster of magnetic nanobicatalysts (RC RDR-
MNPs) obtained was treated with Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8) to block the un-reacted
aldehyde groups on the particles, and then washed several times to remove free
RDR, using external magnetic field.
The OA-MNPs, GMA-MNPs, NH2-MNPs, CHO-MNPs and RC RDR-
MNPs were characterized by TEM, FESEM, DLS, VSM, Zeta-potential and optical
microscope. The amount of epoxy groups and aldehyde groups were also
determined.
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4.2.3. Catalysis of RC RDR-MNPs
1 mL of Tris buffer (6 mM, pH 8) containing MgCl2 (1 mM), 7-methoxy-2-
tetralone (10.5 mM), isopropanol (48 mM), NADH (0.0012 mM) and 0.1 mg His-
tagged RDR immobilized on RC nanobiocatalysts were shaken at 1,000 rpm and
30C. Samples were taken at 5 min, 20 min, 40 min and 60 min and they were
extracted in higher amount of ethyl acetate (EtOAc) (12 times higher) containing 2
mM of n-hexadecane as internal standard.
To quantify concentrations of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone and 7-methoxy-2-
tetralol, sample were analyzed by using an Agilent GC HP-5 column (25 m by 0.32
mm) with an inlet temperature of 290°C and a detector temperature of 310°C. The
temperature program was as follows: temperature increased from 60°C to 195°C at
a rate of 15°C/min, from 195°C to 200°C at a rate of 5°C/min, then from 200°C to
280°C at a rate of 30°C/min and kept at 280°C for 1 min. The retention times were
9.4 min for 7-methoxy-2-tetralone, 9.6 min for 7-methoxy-2-tetralol and 9 min for
n-hexadecane.
The final turn over number (TTN) for NADH recycling was calculated by
dividing the number of mol product formed by the number of mol NADH added.
For up-scale, shaking flask of 10 mL of Tris buffer (6 mM, pH 8)
containing MgCl2 (1 mM), 7-methoxy-2-tetralone (10.5 mM), isopropanol (48
mM), NADH (0.0012 mM) and 1 mg free His-tagged RDR or His-tagged RDR
immobilized on RC nanobiocatalysts were shaken at 300 rpm and 30C for 60 min.
After biotransformation, crude product was extracted with EtOAc and analyzed by
GC.
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4.2.4. Synthesis of racemic 7-methoxy-2-tetralol by ketone
reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with NaBH4
To 20 mL of anhydrous methanol (MeOH) containing 1.66 mmol (0.2925
g) of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone under Argon atmosphere at -20C were gradually
added 3.18 mmol (0.12 g) of NaBH4. The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to
room temperature and stirred for 4 h (TLC control, 1 n-hexane : 5 EtOAc, Rf =
0.25). Afterwards, this mixture was quenched by the addition of 0.6 mL acetone, 20
mL water and few drops of concentrated HCl before removing MeOH under
reduced pressure. The remaining aqueous phase was extracted with 20 mL of
EtOAc (3 times). After that, the organic extracts were dried by Na2SO4, filtered and
then evaporated under reduced pressure to give racemic 7-methoxy-2-tetralol as
solid.
The yield and the purity of product were analyzed by GC. The product ee
was analyzed by HPLC on Daicel Chiralcel OJ column (4.6 mm x 250 mm) with
detection of 210 nm and column temperature at 30C. n-hexane (90% v/v) and
isopropanol (10% v/v) was used as mobile phase with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The
retention time were 10.45 min for (R) 7-methoxy-2-tetralol and 12.8 min for (S) 7-
methoxy-2-tetralol.164
4.2.5. Preparation of (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol by ketone reduction
of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with RC RDR-MNPs
7-methoxy-2-tetralol was produced from biotransformation by catalysis of
free His-tagged RDR and the RC RDR-MNPs.
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Six shaking flask of 10 mL of Tris buffer (6 mM, pH 8) containing MgCl2
(1 mM), 7-methoxy-2-tetralone (10.5 mM), isopropanol (48 mM), NADH (0.0012
mM) and 1 mg of free His-tagged RDR or His-tagged RDR immobilized on RC
nanobiocatalysts were shaken at 300 rpm and 30C for 60 min. After the
biotransformation, crude product was extracted with 120 mL of EtOAc (3 times).
After that, the organic extracts were evaporated under reduced pressure to give 7-
methoxy-2-tetralol as liquid.
The product was further puriﬁed by flash chromatography on silica column
(1 n-hexane : 5 EtOAc, Rf = 0.25) to give pure 7-methoxy-2-tetralol as solid.
The yield and purity of product was analyzed by GC. The product ee was
analyzed by HPLC as describe in 4.2.4.
4.2.6. Stability of RC RDR-MNPs at different pH and temperature
Reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with cofactor recycling catalyzed by
RC RDR-MNPs and free His-tagged RDR were performed at different pH
(including pH 5.5, 7, 8, 9.2 and 11.6, respectively) in the same procedure described
in part 4.2.3. The product concentration at 20 min was determined by GC analysis.
The storage stability of free His-tagged RDR and RC RDR-MNPs was
examined. These biocatalysts were stored at 70C and 1,000 rpm for 0 – 24 h. After
stored at different storage time, the biocatalysts were taken and examined their
productivity in the same biotransformation procedure described in part 4.2.3. The
product concentration at 60 min was determined by GC analysis.
The operational stability of free His-tagged RDR and RC RDR-MNPs were
also investigated via reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with cofactor recycling at
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different temperature (from 20 to 70C) using the same procedure described in part
4.2.3. The product concentration at 40 min was determined by GC analysis.
4.2.7. Recycling of RC RDR-MNPs
Recycling of RC RDR-MNPs was conducted for reduction of 7-methoxy-2-
tetralone with cofactor recycling in the same procedure described in part 4.2.3. 1
mL of Tris buffer (6 mM, pH 8) containing MgCl2 (1 mM), 7-methoxy-2-tetralone
(10.5 mM), isopropanol (48 mM), NADH (0.0012 mM) and 0.1 mg His-tagged
RDR immobilized on RC nanobiocatalysts were shaken at 1,000 rpm and 30C.
After 20 min, RC RDR-MNPs were separated by external magnetic field. The
product mixture in supernatant was extracted in higher amount of ethyl acetate
(EtOAc) (12 times higher) containing 2 mM of n-hexadecane and used for GC
analysis. The RC RDR-MNPs were washed several times before being reused in
new cycles.
RC nanobiocatalysts were added to 1 mL of Tris buffer (6 mM, pH 8)
containing MgCl2 (1 mM), 7-methoxy-2-tetralone (10.5 mM), isopropanol (48
mM), NADH (0.0012 mM). This reaction mixture was shaken at 1,000 rpm and
30C to start the new cycle of reaction for another 20 min.
4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Fabrication of reversible clustering of magnetic
nanobiocatalysts
To fabricate the reversible clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts, oleic
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acid coated iron oxide (OA-MNPs) was prepared by co-precipitation method
(Figure 4.3.a). TEM image of OA-MNPs demonstrated their uniform size
distribution with diameter of 7  1.69 nm (Figure 4.3.b). Consistently, the VSM
data showed that OA-MNPs exhibited superparamagnetic at 297K with very high
saturated magnetization of ~ 55 emu/g particles (Figure 4.3.c).
Figure 4.3. a) Synthetic route to OA-MNPs. b) TEM of OA-MNPs. c) VSM
of OA-MNPs.
GMA-MNPs containing multiple iron oxide MNPs (OA-MNPs) as core,
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) as shell, and epoxy as surface function was
prepared via free radical polymerization in the presence of OA-MNPs (Figure
4.4.a). Different sizes of the GMA-MNPs could be controlled in nanoscale by
tuning the density of OA-MNPs. Reaction of 1 mg/mL, 0.48 mg/mL and 0.267
mg/mL of OA-MNPs with 9 mg ammonium persulfate (APS) initiator and 0.126
mL glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) in total 25 mL mixture volume gave mean
diameter of GMA-MNPs of 42.5 ± 4.15 nm, 62.2 ± 4.99 nm and 107 ± 7.5 nm,
respectively (as shown in Figure 4.4.b-d). 3 mmol of epoxy groups were
investigated to attach 1 gram GMA-MNPs via Sundberg method.151 The GMA-
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MNPs with a diameter of 62 nm (TEM) were chosen for demonstrating the concept
of reversible clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts.
Figure 4.4. a) Synthetic route to GMA-MNPs. b-d) TEM of GMA-MNPs: b)
with a diameter of 42.5 ± 4.1 nm, c) with a diameter of 62.2 ± 5.0 nm,  and d) with
a diameter of 107 ± 7.5 nm.
4,7,10-Trioxa-1,13-tridecane-diamine was reacted with GMA-MNPs to
give NH2-MNPs containing amine groups on the surface, followed by the reaction
with glutaraldehyde to afford CHO-MNPs containing aldehyde surface groups
(Figure 4.5.a). Both NH2-MNPs and CHO-MNPs were found to have a diameter of
around 63 nm by TEM (Figure 4.5.b,c) and a hydrodynamic size of approximately
170 nm by DLS at pH 7.0 (Fig. 4.5.d,e). The long bridge between the aldehyde
group and the surface of CHO-MNPs could contribute to retain the conformation
and activity of the free enzyme.
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Figure 4.5. a) Synthetic route to NH2-MNPs and CHO-MNPs. b) TEM of
NH2-MNPs. c) TEM of CHO-MNPs. d) DLS of NH2-MNPs. e) DLS of CHO-
MNPs.
Alcohol dehydrogenase RDR (molecular weight of 28 KD) from Devosia
riboﬂavina32 was chosen as a model enzyme for demonstrating the concept because
it is a useful enzyme for the enantioselective reduction of ketones to prepare
enantiopure alcohols. E.coli pET28a RDR (N-histag) containing His-tagged RDR
were grown in TB medium, and the biomass was harvested at the late exponential
phase (OD600 ~ 13) (shown in Figure 4.6.a). 262.6 mg His-tagged RDR were then
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purified by Ni-NTA column from CFE containing 1.07 g protein of this biomass.
SDS-PAGE (shown in Figure 4.6.b) showed the proteins in CFE of E.coli pET28a
His-tagged RDR (lane L2), washing solution of immodazole (10 mM, 20 mM, 50
mM) (lane L3, L4 and L5, respectively) and purified His-tagged RDR (lane L6).
Only one clear and dark band of His-tagged RDR was visible in the purified His-
tagged RDR solution (compared to many bands shown from cell free extract
sample), thus His-tagged RDR was successfully purified by Ni-NTA with high
purity.
Figure 4.6. a) Cell growth curve of E.coli pET28a His-tagged RDR in TB
medium, IPTG was induced at 0.44g of cells (dried weight) per liter; b) SDS-
PAGE: L1 – marker, L2 – CFE of E.coli pET28a His-tagged RDR, L3 – washing
solution of immidazole 10mM, L4 – washing solution of immidazole 20mM, L5 –
washing solution of immidazole 50mM, L6 – purified His-tagged RDR.
To immobilize the enzyme, His-tagged RDR was shaken with CHO-MNPs
in potassium phosphate (KP) buffer (7 mM) at a pH of 8 and 4C for 4 h, which
resulted in reversibly clustered RDR-MNPs (RC RDR-MNPs) shown in Figure 4.7.
The overall synthesis of the nanobiocatalyst clusters is simple and highly
reproducible, with 89% yield from GMA-MNPs, 76% enzyme loading efficiency,
and a speciﬁc enzyme loading of 53 mg RDR per g particles. No enzyme was
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
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leached during washing or sonication, suggesting that the enzyme was covalently
bound to the MNPs.
Here, the mean particle radius was of 35 nm. Arm length of linker was
estimated as 2 nm and enzyme diameter was estimated as 3 nm. Molecular weight
of enzyme was of 28 kDa. Based on the calculation developed by Wang et al.,
weight of a single GMA-MNPs was 2.22 x 10-16 g, specific surface area was 77.61
m
2/g and total molecule of enzymes could be immobilized on a single particle was
1.9 x 103.15 Hence, theoretically maximum 400 miligram enzymes could be
immobilized per gram particles.
Figure 4.7. a) Optical microscopy of RC RDR-MNPs. b) FESEM of RC
RDR-MNPs. c) FESEM of RC RDR-MNPs after sonication. d) Optical microscopy
of RC RDR-MNPs after shaking at 300rpm and 30C for 2 min.
RC RDR-MNPs have a mean size of 8.5 m (Figure 4.7.a) and contain
individual nanobiocatalysts with a diameter of 68 nm in the clusters (Figure 4.7.b).
Sonication of RC RDR-MNPs in KP buffer for 15 min gave monodispersed
individual nanobiocatalysts with a diameter of 70 nm (Figure 4.7.c), suggesting
that the individual nanobiocatalysts in the clusters were not cross-linked.
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Dissociation of the clusters was also easily achieved by shaking the suspension of
RC RDR-MNPs in KP buffer at 300 rpm and 30C for 2 min. As shown in the
microscopy image (Figure 4.7.d), all big particles disappeared and only several
particles with a size of 200 – 700 nm were left (particles with a size less than 200
nm are invisible in the microscopy image due to the detection limit). Accordingly, a
gentle shaking force routinely used in practical biotransformation was enough to
dissociate the clusters. After stopping shaking, the nanoparticles clustered again
within 3 min to give a mean size of 4.8 m.
4.3.2. Controlled synthesis of reversible clustering of
nanobiocatalysts
Importantly, CHO-MNPs have zero charge at a pH of 8 (Figure 4.8.),
providing the possibility of forming clusters after enzyme immobilization. The size
of CHO-MNPs at this pH is 255 nm (DLS), small enough to achieve high enzyme
loading and high mass transfer efficiency.
Figure 4.8. Zeta-potential and hydrodynamic diameter of CHO-MNPs.
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Immobilization of His-tagged RDR with CHO-MNPs at a pH of 5.5 in KP
buffer (7 mM) did not give RC RDR-MNPs, but formed ﬁne nanobiocatalysts
(RDR-MNPs) with a diameter of 65 nm (Figure 4.9.).
Figure 4.9. a) TEM and b) FESEM of the discrete nanobiocatalyst (RDR-
MNPs).
Adjusting the pH to 8 resulted in the fast clustering of RDR-MNPs within 5
min (as illustrated in Figure 4.10.). This clearly demonstrated that a pH of 8 is
essential for the clustering. At this pH, CHO-MNPs have zero charge, which gives
insufficient electrostatic repulsion to counteract the attraction and aggregation
caused by van der Waals forces.
Figure 4.10. Enzyme concentration in supernatant during immobilization in
ultra pure water (pH 8). Phosphate buffer was added to 7 mM at 4 h.
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The presence of enzymes on MNPs is also necessary for the clustering:
shaking of CHO-MNPs in KP buffer (0 to 90 mM) at a pH of 8 in the absence of
enzymes did not result in any clusters. The enzymes could contribute to the
clustering by the attractive forces between enzymes through permanent and
induced dipoles.
Moreover, salts help the clustering by decreasing the hydration layer around
the enzymes and increasing hydrophobic interactions between enzymes. At a pH of
8.0, immobilization of His-tagged RDR with CHO-MNPs in KP buffer at a KP
concentration lower than 2 mM did not give RC RDR-MNPs (as described in Table
4.1). However, increase of KP concentration to 7 mM resulted in fast formation of
the clusters of nanobiocatalysts.
































[a]: Immobilization condition: 2 mL of phosphate buffer at different concentration,
2.57 mg CHO-MNPs and 0.18 mg purified His-tagged RDR was mildly shaken at
4oC and 30 rpm on a tube tumbler for 4 h.
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4.3.3. Separation of RC RDR-MNPs
The easy separation of RC RDR-MNPs under a magnet is demonstrated in
Figure 4.11.a-b: complete separation was achieved within only 4 sec. In
comparison, the separation of ﬁne RDR-MNPs under a magnet was not complete
even after 20 min (Figure 4.11.c-d), as evidenced by the brown yellow colour of
the solution that contains some nanoparticles. RC RDR-MNPs are
superparamagnetic with a saturated magnetization of 11.3 emu per g particles, not
much different from the saturated magnetization of ﬁne RDR-MNPs at 10.1 emu
per g particles, shown in the vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) of Figure
4.11.e-f. Accordingly, the spins on neighboring particles inside the clusters were
not close enough to inﬂuence the magnetization per mass of particles.165
Figure 4.11. a-b) Magnetic separation of RC RDR-MNPs: a) t = 0, b) t = 4
sec. c-d) Magnetic separation of discrete RDR-MNPs: c) t = 0, d) t = 20 min. e)
VSM of RC RDR-MNPs. f) VSM of discrete RDR-MNPs.
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4.3.4. Catalytic performance of RC RDR-MNPs for reduction of 7-
methoxy-2-tetralone with cofactor recycling
The catalytic performance of RC RDR-MNPs was examined with
enantioselective reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone to produce (R)-7-methoxy-2-
tetralol (Figure 4.12.a), a useful and valuable pharmaceutical intermediate.33 As the
enzymatic reduction is dependent on the expensive cofactor NADH, isopropanol
was used as ‘‘the couple substrate’’ to regenerate the cofactor. RC RDR-MNPs or
free His-tagged RDR was used at 0.1 mg protein per mL for the reduction of 10.5
mM 7-methoxy-2-tetralone, with the addition of 0.0012 mM NADH and 48 mM





















Figure 4.12. a) Scheme of enantioselective bioreduction of 7-methoxy-2-
tetralone with cofactor recycling. b) Time course of the biotransformation at pH of
8 with RC RDR-MNPs and free RDR, respectively (duplicate).
As shown in Figure 4.12.b, RC RDR-MNPs retained 100% activity of the
b)
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free enzyme, which is better than any reported nanobiocatalysts coated with a
dehydrogenase.154, 155, 157 After 60 min, 7-methoxy-2-tetralol was produced in 97%
yield (10.2 mM) with RC RDR-MNPs as the biocatalyst. Furthermore, NADH was
efficiently regenerated for 8,500 times, which is practical for the synthesis of the
chiral pharmaceutical intermediate.
Figure 4.13. Chiral HPLC chromatograms of: a) racemic 7-methoxy-2-
tetralol produced with NaBH4, b) purified 7-methoxy-2-tetralol produced with free
enzyme and c) purified 7-methoxy-2-tetralol produced with RC RDR-MNPs.
As shown in Figure 4.13., the enantioselectivity of RC RDR-MNPs was
also the same as that of the free enzyme, giving the product in >99% ee (R). These
results demonstrated the high performance of the nanobiocatalyst clusters in
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biotransformation. They also indicated no signiﬁcant change in the active site of
the enzyme before and after immobilization and clustering.
4.3.5. Stability of RC RDR-MNPs for reduction of 7-methoxy-2-
tetralone with cofactor recycling
Reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with cofactor recycling catalyzed by
RC nanobiocatalysts and free enzymes were performed at different pH (including
pH 5.5, 7, 8, 9.2 and 11.6, respectively) in the same activity assay described in
4.2.3. The product concentration at 20 min was determined by GC analysis. RC
RDR-MNPs showed much higher tolerance against lower pH than the free enzyme
and retained nearly the same productivity even at pH 5.5 (Figure 4.14.).
Figure 4.14. Product concentration at 20 min for biotransformation at
different pH.
The storage stability of free His-tagged RDR and RC RDR-MNPs was
examined after stored at 70C and 1,000 rpm in different storage time in the same
procedure in 4.2.3. The product concentration at 60 min was determined by GC
analysis. RC RDR-MNPs were observed much more thermostable than the free
enzyme. After 12 h pre-incubation at 70C, the free enzyme dropped by 95% in
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productivity, while RC RDR-MNPs lost only 6% of their original productivity
(Figure 4.15.).
Figure 4.15. Product concentration at 60 min for biotransformation with
biocatalysts pre-incubated at 70C for different temperature.
The operational stability of free His-tagged RDR and RC RDR-MNPs were
investigated via reduction of 7-methoxy-2-tetralone with cofactor recycling at
temperature from 20 to 70C, in 40 min. As shown in Figure 4.16, activity of free
His-tagged RDR was optimal from 30 to 50C and dramatically decreased at 70C,
while activity of RC RDR-MNPs was stay the same from 20 to 70C.
Figure 4.16. Product concentration from biotransformation of reduction of
7-methoxy-2-tetralone with free enzyme and RC RDR-MNPs at different reaction
temperature.
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Therefore, stability of RC RDR-MNPs was much improved, probably due
to the covalent attachment of enzymes on the nanocarriers.
4.3.6. Recyclability of RC RDR-MNPs for reduction of 7-methoxy-
2-tetralone with cofactor recycling
Recycling of RC RDR-MNPs was conducted in the same
biotransformation. After 20 min reaction, RC RDR-MNPs were quickly separated
under a magnet, washed, and then reused for a new cycle of reaction. As shown in
Figure 4.17, the catalyst retained 80% of its original activity after recycling 14
times. This result is much better than those from any reported dehydrogenases
immobilized on solid supports.30, 166 In total, 125 mM of (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol























Figure 4.17. Recycling of RC RDR-MNPs in the enantioselective
bioreduction (duplicate).
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4.3.7. Generalility of reversible clustering of magnetic
nanobiocatalyst
The generality of the concept was demonstrated by other enzymes such as
cyclohexanone monooxygenase and glucose dehydrogenase in the following
chapters.
4.4. Conclusion
A new concept of using reversible clustering of magnetic nanobiocatalysts
for high performance biotransformation and easy catalyst recycling was
demonstrated and proven.13
Magnetic nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) with a hydrodynamic size of 157 nm
comprised of multiple sub-7 nm iron oxide MNPs as core, poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) as shell, and aldehyde groups attached on the surface via long bridge
as terminal functions were prepared in high yield for immobilizing enzyme with
high loading, activity, and stability. CHO-MNPs showed zero potential at pH of 8,
thus being suitable for forming reversibly clustered nanobiocatalysts via the
interactions between immobilized enzymes. Immobilization of alcohol
dehydrogenase RDR onto CHO-MNPs at pH of 8 in the presence of salt afforded
the reversible clusters with a specific enzyme loading of 53 mg/g particles.
The clusters were easily dissociated into individual nanobiocatalysts by
shaking for efficient biotransformation, retaining 100% activity and
enantioselectivity of the free enzyme for the enantioselective reduction of 7-
methoxy-2-tetralone and giving (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol in >99% ee and 97%
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yield with efficient recycling of NADH for 8,500 times by addition of isopropanol
as coupled substrate.
The nanobiocatalysts also demonstrated significantly enhanced stability
against lower pH and higher temperature.
The nanobiocatalysts formed quickly clusters after biotransformation by
stopping shaking, allowing for easy, fast, and complete separation under external
magnetic field.
The recovered nanobiocatalyst clusters were successfully reused, retaining
80% of its original productivity after 14 times recycling for the bioreduction.
Totally 125 mM (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol were produced in >99% ee and 80%
yield with the recycling of NADH for 6,000-7,700 times in each cycle.
Considering the enzyme loading, catalytic performance, catalyst stability,
and catalyst recycling, our developed nanobiocatalysts clusters are unique, useful,
and much better than any known catalysts with dehydrogenase covalently
immobilized on other supports. The new concept reported here could open an
avenue for developing new nanobiocatalysts for other enzymatic reactions with
high catalytic performance and efficient catalyst recycling.
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CHAPTER 5: COUPLING OF REVERSIBLY CLUSTERED
NANOBIOCATALYSTS FOR BAEYER-VILLIGER
OXIDATION WITH EFFICIENT CO-FACTOR RECYCLING
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5.1. Introduction
Green oxidations are useful and challenging reactions in chemical synthesis.
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of cyclic ketone, for instance, produces valuable lactones
as key synthetic intermediates and end products in chemical, biological and
medicinal applications.35, 38, 167-173 Compared to the route  using chemical catalysts,
the enzymatic approach using Baeyer-Villiger Monooxygenases (BVMOs) is of
great advantageous due to the use of molecular oxygen as the cheap and green
oxidant, non-toxic catalyst, high regio- and stereo- selectivities, and mild reaction
conditions.35
Among BVMOs reported thus far, Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase
(CHMO) from Acinetobacter sp. NICB 9871 is the most popular enzyme and able
to oxidize a remarkably large variety of ketones with high regio- and
enantioselectivity.35, 38-40 The use of isolated enzyme could allow for clean reaction,
high productivity, higher space-time yield, easy substrate access and simple
downstream processing.38 However, it suffers from the high cost, poor enzyme
stability, and requirement of stoichiometric amount of expensive NADPH.35, 40, 41
The use of immobilized enzymes together with co-factor recycling system is the
obvious choice to solve these problems.174
Many efforts have been made on the development of efficient co-factor
regeneration system. In general, enzymatic regeneration method has been preferred
and widely studied, compared to the chemical method, electrochemical method or
photochemical method.92, 174-176 To regenerate the co-factor for the Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation, only the “couple-enzyme” approach can be used.42, 47-49, 177 However, all
reported coupled enzyme systems for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation are not efficient,
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CHMO coupled with glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase/glucose-6-phosphate,
formate dehydrogenase/formate, malate dehydrogenase/L-malate, or alcohol
dehydrogenase from Thermoanerobium brockii (ADHTB) in the Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation gave maximum TTN of only 260.47, 178, 179
The use of immobilized enzymes for the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with co-
factor recycling was not efficient so far: CHMO from Acinetobacter NICB 9871
and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH) immobilized in
polyacrylamide gel (PAN 1000) gave 77% residual activity of CHMO for the
oxidation of 2-norbornanone with the recycling of NADPH of only 81 times.48
CHMO and G-6-PDH co-immobilized on porous agarose (glyoxyl-agarose) gave
TTN of only 20 for NADPH regeneration in the oxidation of (2-
oxocyclohexyl)acetic acid, while retaining 87% activity after immobilization and
65% productivity remained in cycle 9.177 The co-immobilization of cyclohexanone
monooxygenase from recombinant E.coli (pQR 239) and alcohol dehydrogenase
from Thermoanerobium brockii (ADHTB) on Eupergit C afforded TTN of 92 for
the enantioselective oxidation of bicycle[3.2.0]hept-2-en-6-one into two regio-
isomeric lactones.49
Our previously developed novel concept of using reversibly clustered
magnetic nanobiocatalysts for high catalytic performance and efficient separation
of catalysts are extended to this green oxidation. Here, the reversibly clustered
magnetic nanobiocatalysts (RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs) were
separately synthesized in the same procedure developed in Chapter 4. These




5.2.1. Preparation of Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase (CHMO) and
Glucose Dehydrogenase (GDH)
To prepare Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase (CHMO) and Glucose
Dehydrogenase (GDH), E.coli pRSF CHMO (N-histag) containing His-tagged
CHMO and E.coli pRSF GDH (N-histag) containing His-tagged GDH developed in
our laboratory were separately inoculated in LB medium containing kanamycin (50
g/mL) and then cultured in TB medium containing kanamycin (50 g/mL) at 250
rpm and 37°C as described in part 3.1.2.1. IPTG was added to 0.2 mM at OD600 of
0.6 – 0.9 and the cells were harvested at the late exponential phase (OD600 of ~ 3)
after 9 h. The cell pellets were suspended in immidazole buffer (10 mM; pH 8),
disrupted by homogenizer, and then centrifuged to obtain the cell free extract
(CFE). His-tagged CHMO and his-tagged GDH was then separately purified from
the CFE via Ni-NTA column.
The protein concentration was determined by using the Bradford protein
content assay and the purity of isolated enzymes was examined by the Sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
5.2.2. Preparation of reversibly clustered RC CHMO-MNPs and
RC GDH-MNPs
The aldehyde-containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) was prepared
according to procedure described in 4.2.2.13
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To fabricate the reversibly clustered – RC CHMO-MNPs or RC GDH-
MNPs, 0.036 g CHO-MNPs (100 nm) and 3.6 mg His-tagged CHMO or His-
tagged GDH in 30 mL phosphate buffer (7 mM, pH 8) were rotated at 4ºC in a tube
tumbler at 30 rpm for 1 h. The RCs obtained was washed several times to remove
the free enzymes. These RCs were separated under external magnetic field.
5.2.3. Activity assay of RC GDH-MNPs and free GDH
Two milliliters of phosphate buffer (7 mM, pH 7.5) containing glucose (1
wt%), NADP+ (5 mM), and 0.05 mg/mL His-tagged GDH immobilized on RC
nanobiocatalysts (or free His-tagged GDH) were shaken at 1,000 rpm and 30C.
0.5 mL of samples were taken at 2 min, 5 min, 10 min, and the formation of
NADPH in supernatant was detected by UV absorption at 340 nm at 25C. The
concentration was calculated by using a 340 of 6.22 liters mmol-1.180 The specific
GDH activity was calculated in units per gram protein, with 1 unit was defined as
the formation of 1 mol NADPH formed per min.
5.2.4. Activity assay of RC CHMO-MNPs and free CHMO
RC CHMO-MNPs were examined for Baeyer-Villiger Oxidation with two
different substrates: cyclohexanone and 2-hexylcyclohexanone.
Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing cyclohexanone
(5mM), NADPH (5 mM), and 0.7 mg/mL His-tagged CHMO immobilized on RC
nanobiocatalysts (or free His-tagged CHMO) were shaken at 250 rpm and 30C in
3 min.
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Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing 2-
hexylcyclopentanone (5mM), NADPH (5 mM), and 0.5 mg/mL His-tagged CHMO
immobilized on RC nanobiocatalysts (or free His-tagged CHMO) were shaken at
250 rpm and 30C in 10 min.
1 mL of samples were taken after 3 min and extracted in ethyl acetate
(EtOAc) containing 2 mM of n-hexadecane as internal standard, followed by
vortex in 2 min and centrifugation at 21,400 g for 5 min. The top layer was taken
for GC analysis to quatify the product concentration.
5.2.5. GC analysis
Concentrations of cyclohexanone and ε-caprolactone were analyzed by the
Agilent 7890A GC system, equipped with flame-ionization detector and a capillary
column (HP-5, Agilent, 30 m × 0.322 mm × 0.25 µm). The column temperature
procedure was as following: Initial 60°C, raised to 100°C at 5°C/min, hold for 2
min, then increased to 116°C at 2°C/min, then increased to 280°C at 30°C/min and
hold for 3 min. The temperatures of injector and detector were set at 260°C and
280°C, respectively. The retention times were 4.23, 9.61 and 21.31 min for
cyclohexanone, ε-caprolactone and n-hexadecane, respectively.
Concentrations of 2-hexylcyclopentanone and undecanoic δ-lactone were
analyzed by the same GC system and HP-5 capillary column. The column
temperature procedure was as following: Initial 100°C, hold 5 min, raised to 250°C
at 10°C/min. The temperatures of injector and detector were set at 225 °C and
275 °C, respectively. The retention times were 12.47, 16.28 and 16.51 min for 2-
hexylcyclopentanone, n-hexadecane and undecanoic δ-lactone, respectively.
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Enantiomeric excess (ee) of (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone was analyzed by the
Agilent 6890N GC system, equipped with flame-ionization detector and a capillary
column (Astec Chiraldex G-TA, 30 m × 0.12 µm × 0.25 µm). The column
temperature procedure was as following: Initial 100°C, hold 5 min, and then raised
to 180°C at 3°C/min, hold 5 min. The temperatures of injector and detector were
set at 200 °C and 230 °C, respectively. The retention times: 31.81 and 31.93 min
for (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone and (R)-undecanoic δ-lactone, respectively.
5.2.6. Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling using
coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs
Coupled of RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs were used for Baeyer-
Villiger oxidation with co-factor recycling was also investigated with
cyclohexanone and 2-hexylcyclopentanone as substrate, respectively.
Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing cyclohexanone
(20 mM), NADPH (3 M), glucose (145 mg/mL), RC CHMO-MNPs (0.7 mg
CHMO/mL) and RC GDH-MNPs (0.7 mg CHMO/mL) were shaken at 250 rpm
and 30C.
Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing 2-hexylcyclo-
pentanone (30mM), NADPH (3 M), glucose (145 mg/mL), RC CHMO-MNPs
(0.93 mg CHMO/mL) and RC GDH-MNPs (0.465 mg/mL) were shaken at 250
rpm and 30C.
200 L of samples were taken at different time point and extracted in ethyl
acetate (EtOAc) containing 2 mM of n-hexadecane and used for GC analysis to
quatify the product concentration. The total turn over number (TTN) for NADPH
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recycling was calculated by dividing the mol of product formed by the mol of
NADPH added.
5.2.7. Recycling of RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs for  the
Baeyer-Villiger oxidations
Recycling of the coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs was
conducted for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of cyclohexanone and 2-
hexylcyclopentanone, respectively in the same procedure described in part 5.2.6.
Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing cyclohexanone
(20 mM), NADPH (3 M), glucose (145 mg/mL), RC CHMO-MNPs (0.7 mg
CHMO/mL) and RC GDH-MNPs (0.7 mg GDH/mL) were shaken at 250 rpm and
30C. After 14 h, RCs were separated under magnetic field. The product mixture in
supernatant was extracted in ethyl acetate (EtOAc) containing 2 mM of n-
hexadecane and used for GC analysis. The RCs were washed several times before
being reused in new cycles. Mixture of RC nanobiocatalysts were added to 2 mL of
Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing cyclohexanone (20 mM) or 2-
hexylcyclopentanone (30mM), NADPH (3 M) and glucose (145 mg/mL). This
reaction mixture was shaken at 250 rpm and 30C to start the new cycle of reaction.
Two milliliters of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing 2-
hexylcyclopentanone (30 mM), NADPH (3 M), glucose (145 mg/mL), RC
CHMO-MNPs (0.93 mg CHMO/mL) and RC GDH-MNPs (0.465 mg/mL) were
shaken at 250 rpm and 30C. After 26 h, RCs were separated under magnetic field.
The product mixture in supernatant was extracted, and the RCs were washed in the
same procedure described above.
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5.3. Results and discussion
5.3.1. Fabrication and characterization of RC CHMO-MNPs and
RC GDH-MNPs
In this Chapter, the reversibly clustered Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase
(RC CHMO-MNPs) and reversibly clustered Glucose Dehydrogenase (RC GDH-
MNPs) were fabricated in the same synthetic route developed in Chapter 4 (as
described in Figure 5.1.).13 The generality of the novel concept was demonstrated.
The two nanobiocatalysts were coupled for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with co-
factor recycling.
Figure 5.1. Synthesis of reversibly clustered magnetic nanobiocatalyst RC
CHMO and RC GDH.
Cyclohexanone Monooxygenase (CHMO) from Acinetobacter sp. NICB
9871 was chosen for the Baeyer-Villiger Oxidation. Glucose Dehydrogenase
(GDH) from Bacillus subtilis BGSC 1A1 was used for NADPH regeneration.
E.coli pRSF CHMO (N-histag) containing His-tagged CHMO and E.coli pRSF
GDH (N-histag) containing His-tagged GDH were separately grown in TB medium,
and then His-tagged enzymes were purified from the CFE via Ni-NTA column. In
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the SDS-PAGE shown in Figure 5.2., only one thick band was observed in the
purified CHMO and GDH (lane L3), compared to many bands in the CFE (lane L1).
These results demonstrated that both His-tagged CHMO and GDH were purified in
high purity.
Figure 5.2. SDS-PAGE of a) His-tagged CHMO and b) His-tagged GDH:
M – marker, L1 – CFE, L2 – inclusion bodies, L3 – His-tagged enzymes.
Similar to the procedure described in Chapter 4, part 4.2.2., RC CHMO-
MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs were separately fabricated by mild shaking of His-
tagged enzyme (CHMO or GDH) and CHO-MNPs in phosphate (KP) buffer (7
mM, pH 8) at 4C for 1 h. The reversibly clustered RC CHMO-MNPs and RC
GDH-MNPs were produced in ~89% yield from GMA-MNPs, with 62 mg
CHMO/g particles and 74 mg GDH/g particles, corresponding to 62 %  and  74 %
enzyme loading efficiency, respectively. No leaching of enzymes was detected
during the washing process, indicating a sucessful immobilization.
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The reversibly clustered nanobiocatalysts were investigated under optical
microscopy and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). RC
CHMO-MNPs had a mean size of 19 m, and RC GDH-MNPs had a mean size of
13 m, as shown in the optical microscopy (Figure 5.3.a-b). According to FESEM
in Figure 5.3.c-d, the RC nanobiocatalysts contain individual nanobiocatalysts with
a diameter of 100 nm in the clusters. Similar to the phenomenon described in
Chapter 4, these clusters were also easily dissociated into nanobiocatalysts in KP-
buffer (7 mM, pH 8.0) by shaking at 250 rpm (Figure 5.3.e-f).13 After stopping
shaking, clusters were quickly formed, and they were completely separated under
magnetic field. Therefore, the generality of making reversibly clustered
nanobiocatalysts for efficient biocatalysis and easy separation is demonstrated.
Figure 5.3. a) Optical microscopy of RC CHMO-MNPs and b) of RC GDH-
MNPs. c) FESEM of RC CHMO-MNPs and d) of RC GDH-MNPs. e) Optical
microscopy of RC CHMO-MNPs and b) of RC GDH-MNPs after shaking at 250
rpm and 30C for 2 min.
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5.3.2. Separation of RC CHMO-MNPs and GDH-MNPs
Fast and completed separation of RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs
was achieved within 20 sec under magnetic field (described in Figure 5.4.a-d). As
shown in vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) of Figure 5.4.e-f, both RC
CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs are superparamagnetic with a saturated
magnetization of 7.59 emu/g particles and 7.25 emu/g particles, respectively. This
superparamagnetic property is an important requirement for efficient recycling of
the enzymes. This efficient separation of the RC nanobiocatalysts is beneficial for
reducing the production cost and instruments required.
Figure 5.4. a-b) Magnetic separation of RC CHMO-MNPs: a) t = 0, b) t =
20 sec. c-d) Magnetic separation of RC GDH-MNPs: c) t = 0, d) t = 20 sec. e)
VSM of RC CHMO-MNPs. f) VSM of RC GDH-MNPs.
5.3.3. Activity of RC GDH-MNPs for the oxidation of glucose
Before coupling the two biocatalysts in a practical biotransformation system,
activity of each RC nanobiocatalysts were firstly studied.
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Activity of RC GDH-MNPs for the oxidation of glucose was examined and
compared to free His-tagged GDH. RC GDH-MNPs containing His-tagged GDH
(0.05 mg/mL) (or free His-tagged GDH 0.05 mg/mL) in phosphate buffer (7 mM,
pH 7.5) containing glucose (1 wt%), NADP+ (5 mM), were shaken at 1,000 rpm
and 30C, and the formation of NADPH was detected by UV absorption at 340 nm
at different time points, and shown in Figure 5.5.
The specific activities in the first 10 min were 1,439 U/g GDH and 1,588
U/g GDH for RC GDH-MNPs and His-tagged GDH, respectively. This result
indicated that RC GDH-MNPs retained 91% activity of the free enzyme. Hence,
there is no signiﬁcant change in the active site of the GDH before and after
immobilization and clustering.
Figure 5.5. Formation of NADPH observed at OD340 in the first 10 min of
() RC GDH-MNPs and () free His-tagged GDH, respectively.
5.3.4. Activity of RC CHMO-MNPs for the Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation
Activity of RC CHMO-MNPs was examined and compared to free His-
tagged CHMO for the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of two different substrates,
cyclohexanone and 2-hexylcyclopentanone, to produce ε-caprolactone and (S)-
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undecanoic δ-lactone, respectively. ε-caprolactone is a key monomer of many
important polymers,172, 173 while undecanoic δ-lactone is useful and valuable
intermediate in the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and other biologically active
natural products as well in other biomedical applications.167-172
In the oxidation of 5 mM cyclohexanone, RC CHMO-MNPs (or free His-
tagged CHMO) was used at 0.7 mg protein per mL with the addition of 5 mM
NADH in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) at 250 rpm and 30C. Specific activities at 3
min of 775 U/g CHMO and 888 U/g CHMO for RC CHMO-MNPs and His-tagged
CHMO were obtained, respectively. RC CHMO-MNPs retained 97% activity of
the free enzyme.
In the oxidation of 5 mM 2-hexylcyclopentanone, RC CHMO-MNPs (or
free His-tagged CHMO) was used at 0.5 mg protein per mL with the addition of 5
mM NADH in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) at 250 rpm and 30C. For this substrate,
RC CHMO-MNPs retained 95% activity of the free enzyme in the first 10 min with
the specific activities of 293.4 U/g CHMO and 309 U/g GDH for RC CHMO-
MNPs and His-tagged CHMO, respectively.
5.3.5. Coupling of RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs for
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling
5.3.5.1. Effects of substrate concentration on the Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation with NADPH recycling
RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs were mixed at total amount of 1.4
mg protein per mL reaction for the oxidation of either cyclohexanone or 2-
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hexylcyclopentanone, with the addition of NADPH (5 M) and glucose (145
mg/mL), in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) at 250 rpm and 30C. Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation with NADPH regeneration was examined at different concentrations of
cyclohexanone (Figure 5.6.).
Figure 5.6. Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with efficient NADPH recycling
using coupled reversibly clustered nanobiocatalysts.
As shown in Table 5.1., increasing the concentration of cyclohexanone
from 10 mM to 40 mM resulted in an increase of TTN from 1,908 to 3,336; but
also resulted in a decrease of conversion from 95.4 % to 41.7%.
The Baeyer-Villiger oxidation at different concentrations of 2-
hexylcyclopentanone was also investigated. Similarly, increasing the concentration
of 2-hexylcyclopentanone from 15 mM to 30 mM also had the same influence on
the increase of TTN and decrease of conversion (described in Table 5.1.). However,
a further increase in the concentration of 2-hexylcyclopentanone to 40 mM resulted
in a decrease of both conversion and TTN. The highest TTN achieved were 1,548,
in which conversion reached 25.8%.
On the other hand, the highest TTN obtained for co-factor recycling in
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation using coupled immobilized enzymes on other supports
was reported at only 92.48, 49, 177 Here, coupling of the two RC nanobiocatalysts
(RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs) for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of
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cyclohexanone or 2-hexylcyclopentanone all resulted in a TTN higher than 1,400.
To develop more efficient biocatalytic system with higher conversion and higher
TTN, decreasing the amount of NADPH addition was examined.
Table 5.1. Coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs for Baeyer-












10 - 5 95.38 1,908
20 - 5 82.26 3,291
40 - 5 41.70 3,336
- 15 5 48.57 1,457
- 20 5 37.67 1,507
- 30 5 25.80 1,548
- 40 5 18.48 1,479
a: Reaction condition: 2 mL of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) with cyclohexanone or
2-hexylcyclopen-tanone at different concentration, 0.7 mg CHMO on RC CHMO-
MNPs, 0.7 mg GDH on RC GDH-MNPs, NADPH (5 M) and glucose (145
mg/mL) was shaken at 250 rpm and 30C for 14 h.
5.3.5.2. Effect of initial co-factor concentration addition on the
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling
Different amounts of NADPH addition were examined at the concentration
from 1 to 5 M for the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation using coupled RC CHMO-MNPs
(0.7 mg CHMO/ml) and RC GDH-MNPs (0.7 mg GDH/ml).
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In the oxidation of cyclohexanone (20 mM), decreasing the amount of
NADPH addition from 5 M to 2 M led to an increase in the TTN from 3,291 to
6,645, which is a very significant improvement (Table 5.2.). Decreasing the
amount of NADPH addition from 5 M to 1 M in the oxidation of 2-
hexylcyclopentanone (20 mM) also resulted in a significant increase of TTN to
5,127 (Table 5.2.). This high TTN is in a practical range for industrial synthesis, in
which the cost for co-factor can be significantly reduced.
However, when using 1 M of NADPH addition, the conversion of the
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of 2-hexylcyclopentanone was still quite low (at
25.63 %). This system could be further improved by optimising the ratio between
RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs (CHMO: GDH).
Table 5.2. Coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs for Baeyer-
Villiger oxidationa of cyclohexanone or 2-hexylcyclopentanone with NADPH












20 - 5 82.26 3,291
20 - 4 87.97 4,399
20 - 3 77.80 5,186
20 - 2 66.45 6,645
20 - 1 27.58 5,517
- 20 5 37.67 1,507
- 20 4 46.59 2,329
- 20 3 42.82 2,855
- 20 2 39.59 3,959
- 20 1 25.63 5,127
a: Reaction condition: 2 mL of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing NADPH (1-
5 M), 0.7 mg CHMO on RC CHMO-MNPs, 0.7 mg GDH on RC GDH-MNPs,
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cycloxanone (20 mM), and glucose 145 (mg/mL) was shaken at 250 rpm and 30C
for 14 h.
5.3.5.3. Effect of the ratio of CHMO to GDH of RC MNB on the
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling
Different ratios of RC GDH-MNPs and RC CHMO-MNPs were designed,
in which totally 1.4 mg protein per ml were used. This set of experiment was
performed with NADPH (3 M) and glucose (145 mg/mL) in Tris buffer (50 mM,
pH 7.5) at 250 rpm and 30C in 14 h.
In the oxidation of cyclohexanone (20 mM), RC GDH-MNPs (specific
activity of 1,439 U/g GDH) and RC CHMO-MNPs (specific activity of 775 U/g
CHMO) was coupled at mass ratio of CHMO:GDH of 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3. As
shown in Figure 5.7., mass ratio of CHMO:GDH of 1:1 (0.7 mg/mL CHMO on RC
CHMO-MNPs:0.7 mg/mL GDH on RC GDH-MNPs) was the optimal for the
oxidation of cyclohexanone with conversion of 75% and TTN of 4,976.
Figure 5.7. Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of cyclohexanone at different mass
ratio of RC CHMO-MNPs to RC GDH-MNPs: () conversion and () TTN, and of
of 2-hexylcyclopentanone at different mass ratio of RC CHMO-MNPs to RC
GDH-MNPs: () conversion and (×) TTN.
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In the oxidation of 2-hexylcyclopentanone (20 mM), RC GDH-MNPs
(specific activity of 1,439 U/g GDH) and RC CHMO-MNPs (specific activity of
775 293.4 U/g CHMO) was coupled at mass ratio of CHMO:GDH of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1,
4:1 and 5:1. As shown in Figure 5.7., mass ratio of CHMO:GDH of 2:1 (0.93
mg/mL CHMO on RC CHMO-MNPs:0.465 mg/mL GDH on RC GDH-MNPs)
was the optimal for this substrate. When using the optimal mass ratio of
CHMO/GDH of 2:1 of coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs, the
conversion of the oxidation of 2-hexylcyclopentanone with NADPH (3 M)
addition was improved to 47.4%, and its TTN was improved to 3,158. As it is a
racemic resolution, the conversion achieved here is very high. To further achieve
higher TTN for this system, higher concentration of 2-hexylcyclopentanone could
be tried in a longer reaction time.
5.3.6. Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling using
coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs as catalysts as
catalysts
Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of cyclohexanone and 2-hexylcyclopentanone
were performed with coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs at the
optimal mass ratio for 47 h, along with the addition of NADPH (3 M) and glucose
(145 mg/mL) in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) at 250 rpm and 30C. Coupling of the
two free enzymes was examined in the same reaction condition for comparison.
In the oxidation of cyclohexanone (20 mM), free or immobilized CHMO on
RC CHMO-MNPs (0.7 mg CHMO/mL) was coupled with free or immobilized
GDH on RC GDH-MNPs (0.7 mg GDH/mL).
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Figure 5.8. Time course of the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of cyclohexanone
with (),() coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs: () production
concentration, () TTN, and (),() coupled free His-tagged CHMO and free His-
tagged GDH: () production concentration, () TTN.
As shown in Figure 5.8., the coupled RC nanobiocatalysts retained 81%
activity of the coupled free enzymes in the first 20 min of oxidation of
cyclohexanone. After that, activity of coupled reversibly clusters was as same as
coupled free enzymes in 2 h to 26 h reaction, and than slightly better than coupled
free enzymes in a longer time reaction. After 47 h, -caprolactone was produced in
91 % yield (18.1 mM) and 86.8 % yield (17.4 mM), and NADPH was efficiently
recycled for 6,040 and 5,789 times with coupled reversibly clusters and coupled
free enzymes, respectively.
In the oxidation of 2-hexylcyclopentanone (30 mM), free CHMO and free
GDH, or RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs were used at the concentration of
0.93 mg CHMO/mL and 0.465 mg GDH/mL, respectively. The coupled RC
nanobiocatalysts retained 78% activity of the coupled free enzymes in the first 1 h
(Figure 5.9.). After 5 h, activity of coupled reversible clusters became much better
than coupled free enzymes in long time reaction. (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone was
produced in 49% conversion (14.7 mM) and 27.2 % conversion (8.16 mM), and
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NADPH was also efficiently recycled for 4,900 and 2,719 times with coupled
reversibly clusters and coupled free enzymes after 47 h, respectively.
Figure 5.9. Time course of the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of 2-
hexylcyclopentanone with (),()  coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-
MNPs: () production concentration, () TTN, and (),() coupled free His-tagged
CHMO and free His-tagged GDH: () production concentration, () TTN.
Obviously, coupled RC nanobiocatalysts were more stable in long-term
oxidation than the coupled free enzymes. The Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of both
cyclohexanone and 2-hexylcyclopentanone reached very high conversion and high
TTN, and the valuable lactones were produced in high concentration. Thus far, the
best TTN obtained for co-factor recycling during Baeyer-Villiger oxidation was
only 92 with coupled immobilized enzymes system.48, 49, 177 Our results are much
better than any reported immobilized enzymes for the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation
with co-factor recycling.
Moreover, the conversion of the oxidation of 2-hexylcyclopentanone to (S)-
undecanoic δ-lactone was much higher with coupled reversibly clusters than that
with coupled free enzymes (41% and 21% at 14 h, respectively). The ee of (S)-
undecanoic δ-lactone produced was quite high for both coupled RC
nanobiocatalysts and coupled free enzymes (eep of 14 h reaction at 93.3% and
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94.1%, respectively). Therefore, the E-value of coupled reversibly clusters was
higher than that of coupled free enzymes (E-value of 56 and 42, respectively).
These results demonstrated the high performance of the coupled reversibly cluster
in the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation.
5.3.7. Recyclability of coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-
MNPs for Baeyer- Villiger oxidation with NADPH recycling
Recycling of the coupled of RC CHMO-MNPs and GDH-MNPs was
conducted in biotransformation of cyclohexanone (20 mM) or 2-
hexylcyclopentanone (30 mM) in 2 mL Tris-buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing
NADPH (3 M) and glucose (145 mg/mL) at the optimal ratio of RC CHMO-
MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs (1.4 mg CHMO and 1.4 mg GDH in reaction of
cyclohexanone; 1.86 mg CHMO and 0.93 mg GDH in reaction of 2-
hexylcyclopentanone). After the reaction, mixture of RCs was quickly separated
under magnet, washed, and then reused for new cycles.
The oxidation of cyclohexanone for 14 h is shown in Figure 5.10. Coupled
RC nanobiocatalysts remained 74% of its original activity after recycling for 9
times, which is better than the reported result of immobilized CHMO and G-6-PDH
on other support.177 Morever, TTN of NADPH recycling reached 3,800 – 5,200
times in each cycle.
The recycling results for the oxidation of 30 mM 2-hexylcyclopentanone
for 26 h are given in Figure 5.10., coupled of RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-
MNPs remained 82% of its original activity in run 3, which proved also the
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recyclability of these catalysts. Here, the TTN of NADPH reached 4,200 – 5,100
times in each cycle.
Figure 5.10. Recycling of coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs
in the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of a) cyclohexanone in 14 h reaction (duplicate)
and b) of 2-hexylcyclopentanone in 26 h reaction (duplicate).
5.4. Conclusion
Coupled reversibly clustered glucose dehydrogenase nanobiocatalysts (RC
GDH-MNPs) and reversibly clustered cyclohexanone monooxygenase
nanobiocatalysts (RC CHMO-MNPs) were successfully applied for Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation with NADPH recycling.
The novel concept of engineering reversibly clustered magnetic
nanobiocatalysts for efficient biocatalysis and easy catalysts separation developed
in Chapter 4 was successfully extended to the preparation of RC CHMO-MNPs
and RC GDH-MNPs. RC CHMO-MNPs (19 m) and RC CHMO-MNPs (13 m)
were fabricated in high yield (89% yield from GMA-MNPs) with high enzyme
loading (62 mg CHMO/g particles and 74 mg GDH/g particles).
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RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs can be easily dissociated into
individual nanobiocatalysts by gentle shaking for efficient biotransformation,
retaining 95-97% and 91% activity of the free enzymes, respectively. These RCs
quickly re-clustered after the biotransformation when stopping shaking, allowing
for easy, fast and complete separation within 20 sec under external magnetic field.
The use of coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs at the optimal
ratio of CHMO:GDH of 1:1 for the oxidation of cyclohexanone gave ε-
caprolactone in 91% conversion and TTN of 6,040. Similarly, oxidation of 2-
hexylcyclopentanone with the coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs at
the optimal ratio of CHMO:GDH of 2:1 gave (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone in 49%
conversion and TTN of 4,900, which is much higher than the use of other
immobilized enzymes for Baeyer-Villiger reactions. These coupled RC
nanobiocatalysts gave better performance than the coupled free enzymes in long
term oxidation, and also higher E-value for 2-hexylcyclopentanone.
Moreover, the coupled reversible clusters showed also good recyclability:
retaining 74% productivity in run 9 in the oxidation of cyclohexanone, and 82%
productivity in run 3 in the oxidation of 2- hexylcyclopentanone, respectively.
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CHAPTER 6: EFFICIENT TRANSFORMATION OF GREASE





The development of alternative fuels has become an increasingly important
issue, due to the depletion of fossil fuel resources, the increasing energy demands,
and the environment concerns.57, 181 Biodiesel, a mixture of fatty acid methyl esters
(FAME), is a renewable and cleaner alternative of petroleum diesel with better
combustion performance.50, 182, 183 FAME is commonly produced by base-catalyzed
methanolysis of vegetable oils50 and used in conventional unmodified engines
either directly or as a blend.183, 184 However, vegetable oils is edible and has high
price which limits the sustainable and economical production of biodiesel.53, 54 On
the other hand, waste grease containing 15 – 40 wt% of free fatty acid (FFA) is
cheap ($0.01-$0.07/lb), non-edible, and discharged in large amount without any
use (1.69 million ton/year in US). It is thus a promising feedstock for biodiesel
production to reduce the production cost of FAME and avoid disposal problem of
the grease.51, 56 Nevertheless, there is a significant technical challenge in using
waste grease to produce biodiesel: the high FFA content in grease prevents the use
of traditional base-catalysis due to saponification.55, 56 A two-step process
consisting of esterification of FFA to FAME by acid catalysis, and subsequent
transesterification of triglycerides (TG) to FAME by base catalysis may be used.185
However, the reported efficient acid and base catalysts are corrosive,
environmentally unfriendly,56, 57 and the two-step process requires costly and
complicated neutralization and separation.
Conversion of grease to biodiesel via one-pot esterification and
transesterification with methanol by using biocatalysts is a greener alternative.
Many enzymes such as lipases are known for the esterification of FFA or the
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transesterification of TG.57 Microbial cells containing intracellular lipase are cheap
biocatalysts for such transformation. However, whole-cell based catalysis gave low
reaction rate towards the oily substrate and hence low FAME yield.186 We recently
developed recombinant Escherichia coli cells expressing a novel lipase SML89 or
co-expressing tandem lipases CALB and TLL as whole-cell biocatalyst to achieve
95–97% FAME yield from grease. But the reaction time was long (72 h).
Theoretically, the use of isolated enzyme can increase the catalytic activity.
However, due to the deactivation by methanol, isolated enzyme is not suitable for
this type of transformation, in addition to the high price. Immobilization of enzyme
could enhance this poor stability and reduce the cost for enzyme via recycling.187
Many immobilized enzymes were reported for the biotransformation of grease, but
mostly with low FAME yields (Table 6.1): at 10 wt.% loading, immobilized
Candida antartica Lipase (Chirazyme L-2) gave only 25% yield from grease (10.6
wt.% FFA) after 24 h (Lee et al., 2002), 188 and C. antartica Lipase B (CALB) and
Thermomyces lanuginosus Lipase (TLL) immobilized on granulated silica (Grant-
CA and Gran-TL) as well as the well-known Novozyme 435® afforded 5–60%
yield from grease (6.8 wt.% FFA) at 48 h.189 Only Pseusomonas cepacia Lipase
entrapped in phyllosilicate sol–gel matrix (PS-30) (at 10 wt.%) achieved good yield
from grease (6.8 wt.% FFA) after 48 h.189 However, the yield decreased to 94%
when the FFA content in grease increased to 8.5 wt.% even at 57.5 wt.% catalyst
loading. 190 Obviously, this biocatalyst could not give high yield from waste grease
containing 15–40 wt.% FFA.
We have been interested in developing the first and efficient
nanobiocatalysts for the production of FAME from waste grease (15–40 wt.%
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FFA) via one-pot esterification and transesterification by immobilizing enzyme on
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). This type of catalysts could improve the activity
due to the enhanced mass transfer efficiency with the nano-size and the enhanced
enzyme loading with the high ratio of surface area to volume of MNPs.14, 15 An
attractive carrier is iron oxide MNPs which are cheap and biocompatible. Several
enzymes such as hydrolase2, 14, 15, 21, 153, 163, alcohol dehydrogenase13, 155, glucose
oxidase156, and peroxidase15 have been immobilized on such MNPs. Some lipase-
coated MNPs are reported for the production of FAME from soybean or olive oil
via transesterification, however their catalytic activity were still unsatisfied:
Thermomyces languginosus lipase, Pseudomonas cepacia lipase, or Candida
rugosa lipase on Fe3O4 MNPs gave 55–94% conversion at 34–60 wt.% catalyst
loading after 26–30 h; Burkholderria sp. lipase on Fe3O4 MNPs afforded 90%
conversion at 11 wt.% catalyst loading after 30 h. 2, 17, 191 Thus far, there is no
report on using magnetic nanobiocatalyst for the production of FAME from waste
grease via one-pot esterification and transesterification. Achieving high activity of
the nanobiocatalysts depends on the designing of the catalyst structure and the way
of enzyme immobilization. On the other hand, facile separation of nanobiocatalysts
is still a challenge, especially from an oily system, despite the special magnetic
behavior of MNPs. Grease or oily system is very viscous, which makes magnetic
nanobiocatalysts more difficult to be controlled under external magnetic field.
Long separation time and strong magnetic field are often required, and it is difficult
to achieve complete separation.
To achieve faster magnetic response in the oily system, cluster or
aggregates could be designed to increase the magnetic force applied on these
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magnetic nanoparticles. This chapter reports the fabrication and application of
novel magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA) as highly active and easily
recyclable catalyst for the high-yielding production of FAME from waste grease
via one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1. Production of FAME from waste grease using magnetic
nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA) via one-pot esterification of FFA and
transesterfication of TG with methanol.
6.2. Experimental
Candida antartica lipase B (CALB) and Thermomyces lanuginosus lipase
(TLL) were separately immobilized on magnetic nanoparticles to fabricate two
different magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates: MNA CA and MNA TL,
respectively. The efficiency of these MNAs for transformation of free fatty acid
(FFA) and triglycerides (TG) from waste grease to FAME via one-pot reaction
(esterification/transesterification) with methanol was investigated.
6.2.1. Preparation of magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates-MNA
CA
A typical route for preparing magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates is shown
in Figure 6.2 and described in the following parts.
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Figure 6.2. Synthesis of magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA
containing a hydrolase: MNA CA (CA: Candida antarctica Lipase B) and MNA
TL (TL: Thermomyces lanuginosus Lipase).
The aldehyde-containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) was prepared
according to procedure described in 4.2.2.13 17.5 mg CALB and 0.117 g CHO-
MNPs (80 nm) in 35 mL phosphate buffer (7 mM, pH 8) were rotated at 4 ºC in a
tube tumbler at 30 rpm for 4 h. The immobilized CALB was collected under
magnetic field, washed, and freeze-dried to give 0.105 g nanobiocatalyst
aggregates (MNA CA). The catalyst (4.5 – 159 mg) was pre-treated in 1 mL t-
butanol (99%) for 1 h and dried before used.
6.2.2. Preparation of magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates – MNA
TL
Similar to the preparation of MNA CA, 7.0 mg TLL and 0.070 g CHO-
MNPs (80 nm) in 35 mL phosphate buffer (7 mM, pH 8) were rotated at 4ºC in a
tube tumbler at 30 rpm for 4 h. The immobilized TLL was collected under
magnetic field, washed, and freeze-dried to give 0.069 g nanobiocatalyst
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aggregates (MNA TL) in 99% yield from CHO-MNPs. 1.6 – 73.8 mg MNA TL
were pre-treated in 1mL t-butanol (99%) for 1 h and dried before used.
6.2.3. General procedure for the preparation of FAME from grease
by one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol
using magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA CA
A mixture of freeze-dried MNA CA (4.5 – 159 mg) containing 0.1 – 3.5 mg
CALB, 1 g grease (17 wt% FFA), 0.15 – 0.075 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/
FFA of 7.6 – 3.8:1), and 0.15 g silica gel micro-beads were rotated at 30C in a
tube tumbler at 30 rpm for 12 h. After the reaction, MNA CA was separated under
external magnetic field, and silica gel micro-bead and glycerol were then removed
from biodiesel by centrifugation at 21,500 g in 10 min. FAME yield was analyzed
by GC. FFA content of samples was analysed by titration.
For comparison, free CALB (0.1 mg) and Novozyme 435® (4.5 mg) were
used to perform the same reaction under the same condition.
6.2.4. GC analysis of FAME
The concentration and yield of FAME were analyzed by using an Agilent
GC with INNOWAX column (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 lm) at an inlet temperature
of 220C and FID temperature of 275C using the same temperature program as
described before.89  GC analytic sample was prepared by mixing 5 L sample with
995 L n-hexane containing 2 mM n-hexadecane as internal standard. The FAME
yield was established by GC analysis as follows: (1) using analytical standard
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GLC-10 FAME mix to establish calibration curves of different fatty acid methyl
esters with n-hexadecane as internal standard, (2) analyzing the FAME
concentration of the biotransformation product, (3) analyzing the FAME
concentration of the standard product prepared from grease and methanol by
esterification using Novozyme 435® and subsequent transesterification using KOH
(see the following part), and (4) calculating the FAME yield based on the results
from (2) and (3).
6.2.5. Synthesis of FAME standards
Biodiesel (FAME) standard was prepared from grease in a two-step
process. Firstly, 0.75 g Novozyme 435® was used for esterification of 30 g waste
grease with 2.08 g MeOH (3.5:1 mol of MeOH to FFA) were stirred at 30C and
500 rpm for esterification of FFA. After 2 h, the Novozyme 435® was separated by
centrifugation and the FFA content of grease was determined by titration. Only 0.5
wt% FFA left in the pre-treated grease. In the second step, 0.17 g KOH was used
for transesterification of 10 g pre-treated grease with 2.22 g MeOH (6:1 mol of
MeOH to grease) were stirred at 65C and 500 rpm in 18 h. The biodiesel produced
was purified before analyzed by GC. To purify biodiesel, the sample was firstly
centrifuged at 13,500 rpm and 25C for 5 min, and the bottom layer was discharged
to remove the by-product glycerol. Then, the excess MeOH in the top layer was
removed by rotary evaporator. After that, the biodiesel was washed with HCl
solution (0.2%), followed by DI water until the pH of the washing solution was
neutral. Biodiesel was dried by addition of magnesium sulfate overnight and the
final product was obtained after filtration.89
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6.2.6. Recycling of MNA CA in biotransformation of grease to
FAME
A mixture of MNA CA (13.6 mg) containing 0.3 mg CALB, 1 g grease (17
wt% FFA), and 0.075 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of 3.8:1) were rotated
at 30C in a tube tumbler rotator at 30 rpm for 4 h. After the reaction, the catalysts
were separated under external magnetic field, washed with t-butanol, freeze-dried,
and then added to the new reaction medium containing grease (17 wt% FFA) and
MeOH. FFA content of samples was analysed by titration. The new batch of
reaction was carried out under same conditions as the previous batch.
6.2.7. General procedure for the preparation of FAME from grease
by one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol
using magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA TL
A mixture of freeze-dried MNA TL (1.6 – 73.8 mg) containing 0.1 – 4.5 mg
TLL, 1 g grease (17 wt% FFA), 0.15 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of 7.6:1),
and 0.15 g silica gel micro-beads were rotated at 30C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm.
Samples were taken at 10 min, 2.5 h, 5 h, 8.5 h and 12 h. MNA TL was separated
under external magnetic field after reaction, and silica gel micro-bead and glycerol
were then removed from biodiesel by centrifugation at 21,500 g in 10 min. FAME
yield was analyzed by GC. FFA content of samples was analysed by titration.
For comparison, free TLL (2.0 mg) and Lipozyme® TL IM (32.7 mg) were
used to perform the same reaction under the same condition.
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6.2.8. Production of FAME from grease by one-pot esterification
and transesterification with methanol using magnetic
nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA TL on a 30-g scale
The mixture of freeze-dried MNA TL (984 mg) containing 60 mg TLL, 30
g grease (17 wt% FFA), 4.5 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of 7.6:1), and 4.5
g silica gel micro-beads were rotated at 30C by tube tumbler at 30 rpm. After 12 h
reaction, MNA TL and silica gel were separated, and FAME was analyzed using
the same procedure described above with 100% conversion. 27.5 g biodiesel was
separated, giving 91.6% isolated yield from grease.
6.2.9. Recycling of MNA TL in the production of FAME from
grease by one-pot reaction
A mixture of 1 g grease (17 wt% FFA), 0.15 g MeOH (molar ratio of
MeOH/FFA of 7.6:1), 32.8 mg MNA TL (2 mg TLL), and 0.15 g silica gel micro-
beads was mixed at 30C and 30 rpm using a tube tumbler rotator for 12 h. After
the reaction, the catalysts were separated under external magnetic field, washed
with t-butanol, freeze-dried, and then added to the new reaction medium containing
grease (17 wt% FFA), MeOH and silica gel micro-beads. FAME yield was
analyzed by GC. The new batch of reaction was carried out under same conditions
as the previous batch.
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6.3. Results and discussion
6.3.1. Synthesis and characterization of magnetic nanobiocatalyst
aggregates containing TLL (MNA TL) and CALB (MNA CA)
Figure 6.3. TEM image of a) OA-MNPs, b) GMA-MNPs, c) NH2-MNPs, d)
CHO-MNPs.
The multiple iron oxide MNPs core (7 nm, Figure 6.3.a) – PGMA shell
nanoparticles were synthesized as stable nano-size carrier with diameter of 80 nm
(Figure 6.3.b) for enzyme immobilization. 4,7,10-trioxa-1,13-tridecanediamine was
reacted with GMA-MNPs to give Trioxa-MNPs containing long-chain amines on
the surface, and further reaction with glutaraldehyde afforded CHO-MNPs
containing surface aldehyde group (Figure 6.3.c-d).13 The introduction of long
chains on the surface was to generate a long bridge between MNPs and enzyme to
retain the enzyme conformation and activity.
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In Chapter 4, the reversibly clustered magnetic nanobiocatalysts were
developed for biotransformation in aqueous system.13 To achieve efficient
separation and recycling of nanobiocatalyst in oil system such as grease and FAME,
we here developed magnetic nanobiocatalysts aggregates (MNA).
Two hydrolases that are well known for biodiesel synthesis, T. lanuginosus
Lipase (TLL) and Candida antarctica Lipase B (CALB), were immobilized on
CHO-MNPs, respectively, by mild shaking of the mixture of enzyme and CHO-
MNPs in phosphate buffer. After that, the immobilized enzymes were freeze-dried
to make nanobiocatalysts aggregates (MNA TL and MNA CA). During freeze-dry,
the hydration layer around magnetic nanobiocatalysts was removed, hence the
permanent cluster (MNA) was formed. Overall synthesis of both catalysts is simple
and reproducible, and 80–89% yield was obtained from GMA-MNPs. A specific
enzyme loading of 61 mg TL per gram particles was achieved for MNA TL,
corresponding to 61% enzyme loading efficiency. For MNA CA, the specific
enzyme loading is 22 mg CALB per gram particles with 15% enzyme loading
efficiency. There was no leaching of enzymes during the washing process,
indicating the stable immobilization.
The optical microscope pictures of MNA CA and MNA TL (Figure 6.4.a-b)
indicated the micro-size of MNA CA (17 m) and MNA TL (13 m). FESEM
images of MNA CA and MNA TL (Figure 6.4.c-d) showed the aggregates
containing individual nanobiocatalysts with diameter of ca. 130 nm. Both MNA
CA and MNA TL were not dissociated in grease.
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Figure 6.4. a) Optical microscope picture of MNA TL. b) Optical
microscope picture of MNA CA. c) FESEM image of MNA TL. d) FESEM image
of MNA CA.
6.3.2. Separation of magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates
containing TLL (MNA TL) and CALB (MNA CA)
The separation of the MNA biocatalysts was examined in the mixture of
grease and FAME under magnetic field.
Fast and completed separation was achieved within 1 min, evidenced by the
clear and yellow color of grease (Figure 6.5.a-d). Both MNA TL and MNA CA are
superparamagnetic with a saturated magnetization of ca. 8 emu/g particles, as
shown in the vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) (Figure 6.5.e-f). Thus the use
of MNAs for biodiesel production from grease allows for fast and easy separation
of the biocatalysts, which solves the challenging separation problem and is
beneficial for the reduction of cost of both biocatalysts and instruments required.
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Figure 6.5. a-b) Separation of MNA TL by magnet: a) t = 0 and b) t = 1 min.
c-d) Separation of MNA CA by magnet: c) t = 0 and d) t = 1 min. e) VSM of MNA
TL. f) VSM of MNA CA.
6.3.3. Biotransformation of grease with methanol to produce
FAME using MNA CA
Waste grease (17 wt% FFA) sourced from grease traps in Singapore’s
sewage system was used as feedstock. Such grease sample contains no particles
and is comprised mainly of fats and oils. Biotransformation of grease (1.0 g) was
performed with 4.5 – 159 mg MNA CA (0.1 – 3.5 mg CALB), 0.154 g MeOH, and
0.15 g silica gel micro-beads at 30C for 12 h. The methanol amount (molar ratio
of 7.6:1 to FFA or 4.1:1 to grease) is higher than the theoretically required one.
Further increase methanol amount could generate stronger inhibition. Water is a
by-product during esterification, and it could cause the enzymatic hydrolysis of
FAME and triglycerides as well as the aggregation of MNA from oily system.
Another by-product glycerol is also hydrophilic and could absorb on the surface of
MNA, decreasing the accessibility of the substrate to enzyme. The addition of
silica is to absorb water and glycerol and thus avoid the side reaction and the
deactivation of biocatalyst and drive the reaction to the formation of biodiesel.192,
193 Moreover, the silica micro-beads could also adsorb methanol and act as ‘‘micro-
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reservoir’’ to slowly release methanol for the reaction and avoid the formation of
two phases of methanol and triglyceride, thus increasing the productivity.
The FAME yield determined by GC analysis and the FFA conversion
quantified by titration were shown in Figure 6.6. The esterification of FFA to
FAME by MNA CA was nearly complete for all cases, and > 97% FFA conversion
(corresponding to FFA concentration of < 0.5wt %) was achieved even at very low
catalyst loading (0.01 wt% CALB, 0.45 wt.% MNA CA). The transesterification of
TG to FAME took place as well, but at a much lower rate. FAME yield reached
only 22% at 0.01 wt% CALB, indicating ca. 5% FAME yield contributed by
transesterification of TG after deducting 17% from the esterification of FFA. The
total FAME yield increased with catalyst loading, and it reached 35% at 0.1 wt.%
CALB (4.5 wt.% MNA CA) and 54% at 0.35 wt.% CALB (15.8 wt.% MNA CA)
where 37% FAME was formed by transesterification.
Figure 6.6. Biotransformation of grease with methanol after 12 h at
different loading of MNA CA: () FFA conversion and () FAME yield.
Although MNA CA is not good enough for high-yielding preparation of
FAME from grease, this catalyst could be useful for the esterification of FFA as the
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pre-treatment step for two-step transformation of grease to biodiesel. MNA CA
was thus examined for the esterification in details. Biotransformation of grease was
performed with MNA CA at 0.45 wt% (0.01 wt% CALB) and MeOH (molar ratio
of 3.8:1 of MeOH to FFA) at 30C. Free enzyme CALB at the same enzyme
loading (0.01 wt%) was used for comparison. Moreover, the commercially
available immobilized CALB (Novozyme 435®) was also used for the same
reaction.
The specific activity of MNA CA was determined to be 0.23 U/mg solid
catalysts for the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenol butyrate, being the same as that of
Novozyme 435®. Novozyme 435® was thus compared with MNA CA at the same
catalyst loading (0.45 wt.%) and same enzyme unit (1.05 U). The time courses of
the esterification of FFA were shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7. Time course of FFA conversion in the biotransformation of
grease with methanol catalyzed by () MNA CA at 0.45 wt% (CALB at 0.01 wt%),
() free CALB at 0.01 wt%, and () Novozyme 435® at 0.45 wt%.
MNA CA catalyzed the esterification much better, giving 96% FFA
conversion (FFA content <1%) after 8 h. In comparison, only 47% and 46% FFA
conversion were achieved using free CALB and Novozyme 435®, respectively. The
specific activity of three catalysts at the first 10 min was 167.2 U/mg CALB or 3.7
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U/mg cat for MNA CA, 133.4 U/ mg CALB for the free enzyme, and 0.9 U/mg cat
for Novozyme 435®, respectively. The activity of the free enzyme was still high in
the first 10 min, but significantly dropped afterwards due to the inhibition of
MeOH. Although Novozyme 435® was more stable than the free enzyme, the
initial activity was rather low possibly due to the strong mass transfer limitation.  In
comparison, MNA CA has micro-size and thus encountered less mass transfer
limitation, giving rise to higher catalytic activity. MNA CA maintained also good
activity during the biotransformation period, indicating enhanced enzyme stability
due to the immobilization on MNPs.  The esterification results with MNA CA are
also much better than those achieved with other known catalytic system.194
6.3.4. Recyclability of MNA CA in biotransformation of grease to
FAME
The recycling of MNA CA was demonstrated in the reaction of grease (17
wt% FFA) with MeOH (molar ratio of 3.8:1 of MeOH/FFA) at catalyst loading of
1.4 wt% (0.03 wt% CALB) at 30C for 4h. After each reaction cycle, MNA CA
were separated under external magnetic field, washed with t-butanol, freeze-dried,
and then used to start new cycle of reaction. As shown in Figure 6.8., MNA CA
remained 91% productivity in cycle 12, reducing FFA content to < 2 wt% in each
cycle.  Such FFA content is in the useful range for subsequent transesterification
using base-catalyst.55, 182, 185
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Figure 6.8. Recycling of MNA CA in biotransformation of grease with
methanol.
6.3.5. Production of FAME from grease via one-pot esterification
and transesterification with methanol using MNA TL
MNA TL was examined at a loading of 0.16 – 7.4 wt% (0.01 – 0.45 wt%
TLL) for the biotransformation of grease (1g, 17 wt% of FFA) with MeOH (0.15 g,
molar ratio of 7.6:1 to FFA or 4.1:1 to grease) in the presence of silica gel micro-
beads at 30C for 12 h.
The molar ratio of 7.6:1 of MeOH to FFA was the optimal one, and there is
no difference between the addition of MeOH at one time or at several time points
with smaller portion, possibly due to the adsorption of methanol onto the silica
particles and slow release of methanol from silica for the reaction. It was also
found that the addition of silica gel beads improved the FAME yield from 77% to
97% at 0.25 wt.% TLL loading. This is possibly due to the overall effects of the
absorption of methanol, water, and glycerol onto silica to avoid the side reaction
and catalyst deactivation, drive the reaction to the direction of biodiesel formation,
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and slowly release methanol for reaction in one phase. The use of silica gel does
not affect the sustainability and economics of this approach, since it can be easily
separated, dried, and reused. The FAME yield determined by GC analysis and the
FFA content obtained by titration were shown in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9. Biotransformation of grease with methanol in one-pot
esterification and transesterification after 12 h at different loading of MNA TL: ()
FFA conversion and () FAME yield.
Both esterification of FFA and transesterification of TG were fast and high-
yielding. Even at very low enzyme loading (0.01 wt% TLL), 96% conversion of
FFA and 73% FAME yield was achieved. Thus, 56% FAME was produced by
transesterification of TG. In comparison, MNA CA gave only 5%
transesterification at the same enzyme loading. This suggested that TLL is much
better than CALB for transesterification. The FAME yield increased with the
loading of MNA TL, and 99% yield was observed by using 4 wt% MNA TL (0.25
wt% TLL). Obviously, MNA TL is an excellent catalyst for high-yielding
transformation of grease to biodiesel via one-pot esterification and
transesterification. In comparison, the reported TLL immobilized on other MNPs
gave only 94% yield in the transesterification of soybean oil with methanol after >
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25h at 40 wt% loading.191
The specific activity for the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenol butyrate was
determined as 7.77 U/mg catalysts for MNA TL and 8.33 U/mg catalysts for
Lipozyme® TL IM, respectively. The course of biotransformation of grease (1.0 g)
with 3.3 wt.% MNA TL (0.2 wt.% TLL; 255 U) was then investigated and
compared with those using 0.2 wt.% free enzyme TLL, 3.3 wt.% Lipozyme® TL
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Figure 6.10. Time course of FAME production by biotransformation of
grease with methanol in one-pot reaction with different biocatalysts (duplicate).
As demonstrated in Figure 6.10., the specific activity at 10 min of MNA TL
(57.1 U/mg TLL) was enormously higher than that of free TLL (0.3 U/mg TLL),
indicating MNA TL is much more stable under the reaction condition. While free
enzyme encountered strong inhibition of MeOH, Lipozyme® TL IM performed
better with a specific activity at 10 min of 0.94 U/mg solid catalysts. Remarkably,
MNA TL demonstrated 4-times higher activity (3.5 U/mg solid biocatalysts) than
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Lipozyme® TL IM at 10 min. It was observed that the dispersibility of the MNA TL
in grease was much better than that of Lipozyme® TL IM (Figure 6.11.). Thus, the
small size of MNA TL minimized the mass transfer limitation. The activity of
MNA TL is also higher than those of reported immobilized enzymes on large-size
carriers (0.005 – 0.011 U/mg solid biocatalysts).188-190 The activity is also higher
than that in biodiesel production from soybean oil with magnetic nanobiocatalysts
(1 – 1.7 U/g solid biocatalysts).2, 17, 191 In MNA TL, the covalent attachment of
enzyme on MNP via long bridge could help the retaining of high enzyme activity
and the magnetic core coated with stable poly(glycidyl methcrylate) shell could
increase the catalyst stability thus maintaining the high activity for a long reaction
period. As a result, our MNA showed high activity and conversion for biodiesel
production from grease. After 10 min, both free TLL and Lipozyme® TL IM
showed only very little increase of FAME yield. On the other hand, MNA TL was
able to significantly increase the FAME yield and reached 84.6 % at 2.5 h. Finally,
95% FAME was produced at 12 h.
Figure 6.11. Dispersion of a) MNA TL and b) Lipozyme® TL IM in grease.
Besides, MNA TL is much better than MNA CA for the biotransformations
of grease to FAME.  This is possibly due to the nature of enzyme, while CALB
preferred much more esterification, TLL is suitable for both esterification and
a) b)
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transesterification. Importantly, TLL could be easily produced at large quantity at a
much lower price than CALB. This provides with a solid basis for practical
application of MNA TL in biodiesel production.
6.3.6. 30 g – scale production of FAME by biotransformation of
grease with methanol using MNA TL
MNA TL-catalysed one-pot esterification and transesterification of grease
with methanol was easily scaled-up.
Figure 6.12. Time course of FAME production by biotransformation of
grease with methanol in one-pot reaction with () MNA TL at 3.3 wt% on a 30 g
scale.
In a 30g – scale preparation, MNA TL (984 mg) containing 60 mg TLL was
mixed with 30 g grease (17 wt% FFA), 4.5 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of
7.6:1), and 4.5 g silica gel micro-beads. The mixture was rotated at 30 rpm and
30C for 12 h.  The catalyst loading was 61 mg enzymes per gram particles. As
shown in Figure 6b, 50% FAME yield was quickly achieved within 10 min. FAME
yield increased linearly afterwards, and reached 100% at 12 h. After the reaction,
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MNA TL was separated under external magnetic field, and silica gel micro-bead
and glycerol were then removed from biodiesel by centrifugation. This gave 27.5 g
pure FAME, corresponding to 91.6% isolated yield from grease. These results
demonstrated that the scaling up from 1 g to 30 g using the same reaction
conditions was straightforward, and they provided with solid basis for further
scaling up.
6.3.7. Recycling of MNA TL in FAME production from grease via
one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol
The recyclability of MNA TL was examined in the biotransformation of
grease to FAME on a 1-g scale under the previously established optimal conditions.
Reaction of grease (17 wt% FFA) with methanol (molar ratio of 7.6:1 of
methanol/grease) at a catalyst loading of 3.3 wt% (0.2 wt% TLL) in the presence of
silica gel micro-beads for 12 h gave a FAME yield of 95%. MNA TL was easily,
fast, and completely separated under external magnetic field, washed by t-butanol,
and freeze-dried. The recovered biocatalyst was used to start the next cycle of the
biotransformation, with excellent results. As shown in Figure 6.13., MNA TL
retained 88% productivity and produced FAME in 84% yield even in cycle 11. To
reach 100% yield in each cycle, additional MNA TL may be added at small
amount.
The efficient recycling of MNA TL can effectively reduce the cost of
catalysts and thus the production cost of biodiesel. This recycling result is much
better than that with the reported TLL immobilized on MNPs (used at 40 wt%
loading) for biodiesel production from soybean in which 42% productivity was
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dropped in cycle 5.2 The excellent reusability of MNA TL may also be partially
due to the easy separation of the magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates from the oily
product. While the preparation of the magnetic nanocarriers are simple and can be
easily conducted on large scale, the availability of enzyme such as TLL may
become the limiting factor for large scale application. Currently we are working on
the efficient production of TLL using recombinant microorganism and the





















Figure 6.13. Recycling of MNA TL in the production of FAME from grease
via one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol.
6.4. Conclusion
Highly active and easily recyclable magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates
(MNA) were successfully developed for efficient production of biodiesel from
waste grease via one-pot esterification and transesterification with methanol. MNA
(13 – 17m) consisting of core-shell structured iron oxide MNPs (80 nm) that were
covalently attached with a lipase (TLL or CALB) via a bridge was facilely
prepared in high yield (80 – 89% from GMA-MNPs) with high enzyme loading (61
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mg TLL or 22 mg CALB per gram MNA).
MNA showed high catalytic activity and could be fast and easily separated
from grease under magnetic field. MNA TL was proven to be good catalyst for
both esterification and transesterification, showing an activity of 3.5 U/mg MNA
and producing biodiesel (FAME) from grease (17 wt% FFA) in 99% yield in 12 h
at a catalyst loading of 3.3 wt% (0.2 wt% TLL).
MNA TL showed also high stability and excellent recyclability, retaining
88% productivity in cycle 11.
Regarding activity, yield, stability, and recyclability, MNA TL is
enormously better than any reported immobilized enzymes for this transformation.
The developed biotransformation is green, efficient, useful, and practical for the
production of biodiesel from waste grease as clean and renewable energy.
In addition, MNA CA showed preference of esterification over
transesterification, giving > 97% FFA conversion in the biotransformation of
grease (17 wt% FFA) with methanol in 12 h at only 0.45 wt% catalyst loading
(0.01 wt% CALB). MNA CA was also recyclable, retained 91% productivity in
cycle 12. This process could be used to reduce the FFA in grease as efficient
pretreatment step for the two-step transformation of grease to biodiesel.
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CHAPTER 7: ONE-POT PURIFICATION AND
IMMOBILIZATION OF LIPASE FOR BIODIESEL
PRODUCTION FROM WASTE GREASE
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7.1. Introduction
Immobilization of enzymes for in vitro biotransformation has received
increasing interests and applied in various applications due to many benefits.26, 195
One of their applications is in the biodiesel production, in which the high amount
of methanol used for a long time has significant deleterious effect on the enzyme
activity; hence, isolated enzymes cannot perform as good as immobilized ones in
terms of activity, stability and reusability.69, 196, 197
However, to prepare immobilized enzyme, enzymes should be purified
before immobilization. The traditional purification method normally requires many
steps.83, 198 The attractive strategy using affinity chromatography to purify protein
was then developed and demonstrated as the most rapid and efficient purification
method.199-201 Enzymes can be easily genetically engineered to express
polyhistidine at the N- or C- terminus,14, 202 exposing histidine residue on their
surface. This residue has extremely high affinity with Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+ or Cu2+, and
thus can selectively conjugated on the particle surface containing Ni-NTA. 199, 203
Magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with these metal chelate were also
demonstrated as better support due to high enzyme loading capacity, good
dispersibility and magnetically controllable behavior.16, 109, 204  Ni-NTA modified
magnetic nanoparticles were reported to highly selectively capture His-tagged
protein.109 Direct synthesis of Ni-NTA-MNPs in aqueous phase,205 implantation of
Ni2+ onto Pluronic polymer coated MNPs,206, 207 assembling of NiO nanoparticles
on the surface of Silica coated MNPs to form hydrid Fe3O4-Si-NiO nanoparticles114
and Cu2+-iminodiacetic acid functionalized MNPs were reported.19, 202 Recently, a
novel concept of using Ni-NTA functionalized MNPs to purify and immobilize
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His-tagged protein from cell free extracts in one-pot was developed and applied for
enantioselective hydrolysis of racemic 2-(4-chlorophenyl)oxirane in our
laboratory.14 By combining purification and immobilization in one pot, time-
consuming, low-yield and costly step of enzyme purification can be reduced, and
this affinity immobilization method could also retain enzyme activity and minimize
the enzyme loss during recycling. Therefore, we are interested in using this concept
for other enzymes to develop facile and practical processes for not only chemical
synthesis but also fuel production.
Very recently, recombinant E.coli cells expressing Serratia marcescens
lipase (SML) was at first discovered to be an efficient biocatalyst for biodiesel
production from waste grease in our laboratory.89 Nevertheless, high FAME yield
production required high catalyst loading (at 8 wt% to grease) and long reaction
time (72 h). The use of this new isolated enzyme in immobilized form could
increase its catalytic activity, stability and reusability for a practical biodiesel
production. In this part of thesis, we aim to develop a facile and practical method to
fabricate active and stable biocatalyst containing Serratia marcescens lipase for
efficient biodiesel production from waste grease via one-pot purification and
immobilization of this enzyme on Ni-NTA functionalized core-shell magnetic
nanoparticles.
7.2. Experimental
7.2.1. Preparation of Serratia marcescens lipase (SML)
To prepare Serratia marcescens lipase (SML), recombinant E.coli pET28a
SML (N-histag) expressing His-tagged SML were inoculated in LB medium
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containing kanamycin (50 g/mL), and then cultured in TB medium containing
kanamycin (50 g/mL) as procedure described in part 3.1.2.1. IPTG was added to
give final concentration of 0.1 mM at OD600 ~ 0.6 – 0.8 and the cells were
harvested at the late exponential phase (OD600 ~ 9) after 14 h.
Wet cells were suspended in Tris buffer (50 mM; pH 8) containing NaCl
(0.1 M), disrupted by homogenizer, and then centrifuged at 21,000 g at 4C for 10
min to obtain the cell fragment precipitate. The insoluble His-tagged SML in the
cell pellets was then refolded. These cell pellets were washed with 20 mL of Tris
buffer (50 mM; pH 8) containing EDTA (20 mM), NaCl (0.1 M) and Triton X-100
(2% v/v) at room temperature for 30 min, followed by 40 mL of Tris buffer (50
mM; pH 8) containing EDTA (20 mM) and NaCl (0.1 M) for another 30 min
before centrifugation. The precipitate was then incubated in 10 mL of Tris buffer
(50 mM; pH 8) containing urea (8 M) and NaCl (0.1 M) at room temperature in a
tube tumbler at 30rpm for 3 h. The solubilized enzyme was obtained in the
supernatant after centrifugation at 21,000 g at 4C for 10 min. After that, 10 mL of
this soluble enzyme was diluted with 90 mL Tris buffer (20 mM; pH 7) containing
CaCl2 (1 mM), and then rotated at room temperature, in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm
for 12 h to refold the His-tagged SML  enzyme.208
The protein concentration was determined by using the Bradford protein
assay and the refolding enzyme was examined by the Sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
7.2.2. Preparation of Ni-NTA-MNPs
The aldehyde-containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) were prepared as
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described in Chapter 4, part 4.2.2.13 To functionalize Ni-NTA complex on the
surface of the magnetic nanoparticles, nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was firstly
introduced on particle surface by adding Nα,Nα-Bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine
solution to aqueous suspension of CHO-MNPs, and stirring at room temperature
for 24 h. The resulted NTA-MNPs were then washed for several times. Afterwards,
NiCl2 was dropwise added to the NTA-MNPs suspension, and stirred at room
temperature for 18 h to bind Ni2+ onto NTA-MNPs, generating Ni-NTA-MNPs.
The resulted Ni-NTA-MNPs were then collected by centrifugation and washed for
several times. More details of the procedure can be found in Chapter 3, part 3.2.3.
The NTA-MNPs and Ni-NTA-MNPs were characterized by TEM.
7.2.3. One-pot purification and immobilization of His-tagged SML
with Ni-NTA-MNPs and fabrication of MNA SML
The refolded His-tagged SML solution with total protein concentration of
0.164 mg/mL was mixed with Ni-NTA-MNPs suspension (0.82 mg/mL), and then
rotated at 4C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm for 4 h to purify and immobilize His-
tagged SML on Ni-NTA-MNPs, forming SML-Ni-NTA-MNPs in one-pot. SML-
Ni-NTA-MNPs were collected by centrifugation at 10,000 g at 4C for 5 min. To
use this biocatalyst in biodiesel production, SML-Ni-NTA-MNPs was freeze-dried
to give nanobiocatalyst aggregates (MNA SML). The catalyst was pre-treated in
1mL t-butanol (99%) for 1 h and dried before use.
To verify the selectivity of the immobilization, His-tagged SML was eluted
from SML-Ni-NTA-MNPs using Immidazole 10 mM and 250 mM.
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7.2.4. Preparation of FAME from grease by one-pot esterification
and transesterification with methanol using MNA SML
A mixture of freeze-dried MNA SML (22.5 mg) containing 0.3 mg SML, 1
g grease (17 wt% FFA), 0.12 g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of 6:1), and 0.25
g silica gel micro-beads were rotated at 30C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm. Samples
were taken at 1 h, 8 h, 12 h and 15 h. MNA SML was separated under external
magnetic field after reaction, and silica gel micro-bead and glycerol were then
removed from biodiesel by centrifugation at 21,500 g in 10 min. FAME yield was
analyzed by GC according to the method described in Chapter 6, part 6.2.4.
For comparison, free His-tagged SML (3 mg) were used to perform the
same reaction under the same conditions.
7.3. Results and discussion
7.3.1. Production of Serratia marcescens lipase (SML)
Serratia marcescens lipase (SML) was discovered to be an efficient
biocatalyst for FAME production from waste grease in 2012.89 Thus far, there is no
other example of using this biocatalyst for biodiesel production. E.coli pET28a
SML (N-histag) containing His-tagged SML were genetically engineered and
grown in TB medium containing kanamycin (50 g/mL), and the cells were
harvested at the late exponential phase (OD600 ~ 9) (Figure 7.1.a).
From the SDS-PAGE (Figure 7.1.b), a very thin band of SML was obtained
together with many bands of other proteins from the CFE of this cell (lane L1),
while a thick band of SML was obtained from the inclusion bodies of this enzyme
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(lane L2) (shown inside the red circle in Figure 7.1.b). Hence, expression of His-
tagged SML was in the inclusion bodies. This insoluble enzyme was then refolded
to obtain the enzyme in the correct conformation. After washing the cell pellets by
Tris buffer containing Triton X-100 and without Triton X-100, the inclusion bodies
were solubilized under very high concentration of urea (8 M). The soluble enzymes
was then refolded after incubating in refolding buffer containing Tris buffer (20
mM, pH 7) and Ca2+ (1 mM) at room temperature for 12 h.208 From the SDS-PAGE
shown in Figure 7.1.b, a thick band of His-tagged SML was obtained in soluble
refolded conformation with high purity (shown inside the red circle lane L3).
 Figure 7.1. Cell growth curve of E.coli pET28a His-tagged SML in TB
medium, IPTG was induced at 0.3g of cells (dried weight) per liter; b) SDS-PAGE:
M – marker, L1 – CFE of E.coli pET28a His-tagged SML, L2 – Insoluble protein
of E.coli pET28a His-tagged SML, L3 – Refolded His-tagged SML.
7.3.2. Synthesis and characterization of Ni-NTA-MNPs
The route for preparing the Ni-NTA-MNPs is outlined in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2. Synthesis route for preparing the Ni-NTA-MNPs.
The aldehyde-containing nanoparticles (CHO-MNPs) containing iron oxide
MNPs (OA-MNPs) as core, poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) as shell and
aldehyde as surface function was prepared as the starting material with the same
procedure described in Chapter 4, part 4.2.2.13To synthesize Ni-NTA-MNPs, CHO-
MNPs was reacted with Nα,Nα-Bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine to give NTA-MNPs
containing nitrilotriacetic acid on the surface, followed by the reaction with NiCl2
to bind Ni2+ onto NTA-MNPs.
Both NTA-MNPs and CHO-MNPs were found to have diameter of around
80 nm by TEM (Figure 7.3.). The long bridge between the aldehyde group and the
surface of Ni-NTA-MNPs generated from 4,7,10-Trioxa-1,13-tridecane-diamine
could contribute to retain the conformation and activity of the immobilized enzyme.
Figure 7.3. a) TEM of NTA-MNPs. b) TEM of Ni-NTA-MNPs.
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7.3.3. Fabrication of MNA SML via one-pot purification and
immobilization
Figure 7.4. One-pot purification and immobilization of His-tagged SML
with Ni-NTA-MNPs.
For one-pot purification and immobilization of enzyme, refolded His-
tagged SML solution containing His-tagged SML and other enzymes with total
protein concentration of 0.164 mg/mL were mixed with Ni-NTA-MNPs suspension
(0.82 mg/mL), and then rotated at 4C in a tube tumbler at 30 rpm. Here, only His-
tagged SML was selectively bind on the particle surface, effective purified from
other contaminants of the crude enzyme solution, and immobilized onto the Ni-
NTA-MNPs in one-pot (illustrated in Figure 7.4.).
Figure 7.5. One-pot purification and immobilization of His-tagged SML
from refolding solution onto Ni-NTA-MNPs.
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The immobilization finished after 2 h with a specific enzyme loading of 133
mg enzyme per gram particles, corresponding to 66.5% enzyme loading efficiency
(Figure 7.5.). The overall process is facile, simple and reproducible.
To verify selectivity of the one-pot process to His-tagged enzyme,
imidazole solution at concentration of 10 mM and 250 mM was successively used
to elute His-tagged enzyme out of the Ni-NTA-MNPs. After each elution, particles
were collected by centrifugation. From SDS-PAGE of elutes shown in Figure 7.6.,
a predominated thick and dark band of His-tagged SML was observed in the elutes
using imidazole 10 and 250 mM (lane L3 and L4, respectively). This result
indicated that His-tagged SML was selectively immobilized onto Ni-NTA-MNPs.
A few thin bands of other proteins was also found in the elute may be due to the
unexpected adsorption of these protein on the particle. Addition of imidazole 10
mM into the immobilization mixture could help to eliminate this phenomenon.
Figure 7.6. SDS-PAGE: M – marker, L1 – Refolded His-tagged SML, L2 –
supernatant after immobilization with Ni-NTA-MNPs, L3 – elute from SML-Ni-
NTA-MNPs by washing with imidazole 10 mM, L4 – elute from SML-Ni-NTA-
MNPs by washing with imidazole 250 mM.
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To employ these biocatalysts in biodiesel production, SML-Ni-NTA-MNPs
were freeze-dried and magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregate MNA SML was formed.
7.3.4. Separation of MNA SML
The separation of the MNA SML was examined in the mixture of grease
and FAME under magnetic field. As shown in Figure 7.7.a-b, fast and completed
separation of MNA SML was achieved within 1 min, evidenced by the clear and
yellow color of grease. MNA SML are superparamagnetic with a saturated
magnetization of ca. 7 emu/g particles, as shown in the vibrating sample
magnetometry (VSM) of Figure 7.7.c. Hence, the separation of MNA SML in
biodiesel production from grease was fast and easy, beneficial for the recycling of
this biocatalysts and the reducing of centrifugation required.
Figure 7.7. a-b) Separation of MNA SML by magnet: a) t = 0 and b) t = 1
min. c) VSM of MNA SML.
7.3.5. Production of FAME from grease via one-pot esterification
and transesterification with methanol using MNA SML
7.3.5.1. Optimization of methanol addition in the biotransforma-
tion of grease to biodiesel
Similar to the procedure of biodiesel (FAME) production via one-pot
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esterification and transesterification developed in Chapter 6, waste grease (17 wt%)
sourced from the grease traps in Singapore’s sewage system was used as the
feedstock for the biotransformation with methanol at 30C. Here, the efficience of
the new biocatalyst MNA SML for this reaction was examined.
It is well-known that the methanol should be added with higher amount
than the theoretical requirement to achieve high FAME yield; however, too high
methanol concentration could generate strong inhibition and deactivate the
enzyme.69 Hence, methanol addition was examined at different molar ratio of 2.5:1,
6:1 and 7.5:1 to FFA with 1 shot addition or three-step addition with 4 h intervals
for the biotransformation of grease (1 g, 17 wt% of FFA) with 0.0225 g MNA SML
(0.3 wt% of SML to grease) in the presence of silica gel micro-beads at 30C for 12
h. The MNA SML was pre-treated in t-butanol in 1 h before reaction. The FAME
yield determined by GC analysis was shown in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8. Biotransformation of grease with different molar ratio of
methanol to FFA added in () one time or () three time in 12 h reaction.
The FAME yield obtained with the addition of different amount of
methanol stepwise at the time points of 0, 4 h and 8 h was all higher than that with
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the addition of methanol in one time. Similar phenomenon was also reported for
lipase from Candida antarctica, Candida 99-125, Pseudomonas fluoresces,
Rhizopus orzyae.209-214 Among different molar ratio of methanol to FFA, ratio of
6:1 of MeOH:FFA provided highest FAME yield (95.5%). Hence, three-step
addition of methanol at molar ratio of 6:1 to FFA is recommended for the
biotransformation of grease using this MNA SML biocatalyst.
7.3.5.2. Pre-treatment of MNA SML in t-butanol for the biotrans-
formation of grease to biodiesel
Besides, pre-treatment of MNA SML in t-butanol for 1 h before reaction
was investigated to increase the FAME yield, especially at high molar ratio of
methanol to FFA.
Figure 7.9. Biotransformation of grease with stepwise addition of methanol
with () pre-treated or () un-pretreated MNA SML in12 h reaction.
As shown in Figure 7.9., in case of stepwise addition of methanol, no pre-
treatment of MNA SML resulted in FAME yield of 90.2%, while pre-treatment of
MNA SML gave FAME yield of 95.5% at molar ratio of 6 MeOH:1 FFA. At molar
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ratio of 7.5 MeOH:1 FFA, the non-pre-treatment of MNA SML gave much lower
FAME yield than the pre-treated MNA SML (65.1% as compared to 74.5% of
FAME yield, respectively). This pre-treatment is known to minimize the
deactivation of other lipases.59 Therefore, pre-treatment of MNA SML in t-butanol
is also recommended in this biotransformation.
7.3.5.3. Biodiesel production using MNA SML
Time course of biotransformation of grease (1 g, 17 wt% of FFA) with 0.12
g MeOH (molar ratio of MeOH/FFA of 6:1) three-step added (at 0, 4 h and 8 h),
using pre-treated 0.0225 g MNA SML (0.3 wt% of SML) and 0.25 g silica gel
micro-beads was investigated at 30C in 1 h, 8 h, 12 h and 15 h. For comparison,
free His-tagged SML (0.3 wt%) purified by Ni-NTA column was examined in the
same biotransformation conditions.
Figure 7.10. Time course of FAME production by biotransformation of
grease with methanol in one-pot reaction with () MNA SML and () free SML at
0.3 wt% of SML to grease.
As illustrated in Figure 7.10., the specific activity at 1 h of MNA SML (6.7
U/mg SML) was enormously higher than that of free His-tagged SML (0.36 U/mg
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SML), indicating the MNA SML is much stable under this reaction condition.
Immobilization of SML on MNA could remarkably improve the enzyme tolerance
against the most toxic alcohol MeOH. After 1 h, biotransformation of free SML
was finished with FAME yield of only 2% after 12 h reaction while FAME yield
obtained from MNA SML increased linearly afterwards, and reached 100% at 12 h.
After the reaction, MNA SML was separated under external magnetic field, and
silica gel micro-bead and glycerol were then removed from biodiesel by
centrifugation. This activity of MNA SML is also higher than any reported
immobilized enzymes on other supports for biotransformation of grease to
FAME188-190, or other reported  magnetic nanobiocatalysts (1 – 1.7 U/g solid
biocatalysts) in biodiesel production from soybean oil.2, 17, 191 The good result is
possibly due to the novel immobilization method to keep the enzyme activity and
the well-designed catalyst structure to achieve high stability.
Compared to the  best biocatalyst MNA TL developed in Chapter 6, MNA
SML gave the same FAME yield (>99%) in one-pot esterification and
transesterification at lower amount of solid biocatalyst (2.25 wt% of MNA SML
compared to 3.3 wt% of MNA TL to grease). In addition to MNA TL, the MNA
SML is another very good biocatalyst for biodiesel production from waste grease
via one-pot esterification and transesterification.
7.4. Conclusion
A facile fabrication of active and easily separable magnetic biocatalysts
coating Serratia marcescens lipase for biodiesel production was achieved by one-
pot purification and immobilization of this His-tagged lipase with Ni-NTA
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functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. The magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates
MNA SML was prepared by freeze-drying.
The MNA SML had high enzyme loading (133 mg SML/g MNA), showed
high catalytic activity, and could be fast and easily separated from grease under
magnetic field. High FAME yield of 99% was obtained from waste grease (17 wt%
FFA) via one-pot esterification and transesterification by using only small amount
of MNA SML (2.25 w% of MNA SML or 0.3 w% of SML to grease) in 12 h. The
biocatalysts are excellent for the production of biodiesel from waste grease as clean
and renewable energy.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
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8.1. Conclusion
Biocatalysis has been widely established as green and sustainable tool in
many industries such as pharmaceutical, chemical and fuel production. Among
biocatalysts, isolated enzymes generate cleaner reaction with higher activity and
space time yield, afford higher substrate concentrations, produce less side reaction,
and allow easier substrate access than whole cells; however, its application is
hampered by the unsatisfied stability and high cost. Immobilization of isolated
enzymes on magnetic nanoparticles is highly desirable to enhance enzyme stability
and enable the recycling of enzymes with magnetically controllable separation to
significantly decrease the enzyme cost. However, their effective recycling still
remains as a big challenge in practical application. In this thesis, several novel and
facile methods for fabricating and coupling highly active and easily recyclable
magnetic nanobiocatalysts were developed for practical biotransformations in
green and sustainable chemical and fuel production, including novel concept of
using reversible clustering of nanobiocatalysts for efficient biotransformation and
easy catalyst separation, green oxidation with efficient co-factor recycling by
coupled reversibly clustered nanobiocatalysts, efficient transformation of waste
grease to biodiesel using magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates, and one-pot
purification and immobilization of lipase for biodiesel production from waste
grease.
Firstly, the novel concept of reversible clustering of magnetic
nanobiocatalysts was successfully developed for high-performance biocatalysis and
easy catalyst recycling, solving the big challenge of separation of nanobiocatalyst.
Nanobiocatalysts form reversible clusters via interactions between enzymes
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immobilized on neutrally charged iron oxide core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell
nanoparticles. The clusters are easily dissociated into individual nanobiocatalysts
by gentle shaking for efficient biotransformation, and the nanobiocatalysts re-
cluster quickly by stopping the shaking for easy, fast, and complete separation
under magnetic field. The concept is proven by using an alcohol dehydrogenase
(RDR). The nanobiocatalyst clusters RC RDR-MNPs were prepared in high yields
(89% yield from GMA-MNPs) with high enzyme loading (53 mg RDR/g particles)
and demonstrated 100% activity and similar enantioselectivity with the free
enzyme in bioreduction. They were completely separated from the reaction mixture
within 4 sec under magnetic field, and effectively recycled 14 times to totally
produce 125 mM of useful and valuable intermediate (R)-7-methoxy-2-tetralol
(>99% ee) for chiral pharmaceutical synthesis with 80% of the original
productivity retained. The NADH was efficiently recycled for 6,000 – 7,700 times
in each cycle. Regarding activity, enantioselectivity, stability, separation, and
recyclability, RC RDR-MNP is, by far, the best immobilized enzyme for this
transformation.
Secondly, the major challenge of NADPH regeneration in the current
enzymatic Baeyer-Villiger oxidation was successfully tackled by the use of
coupled reversibly clustered cyclohexanone monooxygenase nanobiocatalysts (RC
CHMO-MNPs) and reversibly clustered glucose dehydrogenase nanobiocatalysts
(RC GDH-MNPs). These reversible clusters were fabricated in high yield (89%
yield from GMA-MNPs), high enzyme loading (72 mg CHMO/g particles and 74
mg GDH/g particles). These RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs had similar
performance as RC RDR-MNPs: easily dissociated into individual nanobiocatalysts
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by gentle shaking for efficient biooxidation (retained 91-97% activity of the free
enzyme) and re-clustered by stopping the shaking for easy, fast, and complete
separation within 20 sec under magnetic field. Hence, this concept can be applied
for different types of enzymatic reactions for green chemical synthesis, and
contributes to the development of practical in vitro biotransformations. The use of
coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC GDH-MNPs gave high conversion of Baeyer-
Villiger oxidation (91% and 49% conversion of key element ε-caprolactone and
useful intermediate (S)-undecanoic δ-lactone, respectively) with a significant
improvement in NADPH regeneration (TTN of 6,040 and TTN of 4,900,
respectively) as compared to other reported immobilized enzymes. The catalytic
performance of these coupled RC nanobiocatalysts were better than that of the
coupled free enzymes in long term reaction, thus a higher E-value for 2-
hexylcyclopentanone was achieved from coupled RC (E = 56) as compared to that
from coupled free enzymes (E = 42). These coupled RC CHMO-MNPs and RC
GDH-MNPs were effective recycled in the oxidation of cyclohexanone (74%
productivity retained in cycle 9) and in the oxidation of 2- hexylcyclopentanone
(82% productivity retained in cycle 3).
Thirdly, two active and recyclable magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates
(MNA TL and MNA CA) were successfully developed from Thermomyces
lanuginosus lipase (TLL) and Candida antartica lipase B (CALB) for efficient
production of biodiesel (FAME) from waste grease (17 wt% of FFA) via one-pot
esterification and transesterification reaction. Commercial TLL and CALB were
separately immobilized via covalent attachment on iron oxide core-poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) shell MNPs (80 nm), followed by freeze-drying to give MNA TLL
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and MNA CALB in high enzyme loading (61 mg TLL/g MNA and 22 mg CALB/g
MNA). Both MNAs were fast and completely separated from waste grease within 1
min under magnetic field. Bioconversion of waste grease to biodiesel is a greener
and more practical alternative, but at the current state, the use of microbial cells or
immobilized enzymes on other supports for this transformation suffers from low
reaction rate, and requires high catalyst loading and long reaction time. MNA TL
was proven to be significantly better than any reported catalysts for esterification
and transesterification of waste grease to biodiesel in one-pot: 99% FAME yield
obtained in 12 h at a catalyst loading of 3.3 wt% (0.2 wt% TLL) to grease, high
stability, and excellent recyclability (88% productivity retained in cycle 11). MNA
CA also showed efficient pretreatment of high FFA content in grease with
methanol for the two-step transformation of grease to biodiesel: 97% FFA
conversion obtained in 12 h at at a catalyst loading of 0.45 wt% (0.01 wt% CALB),
high stability, and excellent recyclability (91% productivity retained in cycle 12).
The developed biotransformation is green, efficient, useful, and practical for the
production of biodiesel from waste grease as clean and renewable energy.
Lastly, facile method for fabrication of a new, active, and separable
magnetic nanobiocatalyst aggregates MNA SML via one-pot purification and
immobilization was successfully developed as the first example from Serratia
marcescens lipase (SML) for efficient production of biodiesel from waste grease.
His-tagged SML was purified and immobilized via affinity attachment on Ni-NTA
functionalized iron oxide core-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) shell nanoparticles in
one-pot, followed by freeze-drying to give MNA SML in high enzyme loading
(133 mg SML/g MNA). Hence, the time-consuming, low-yield, and costly
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purification step can be reduced. This MNA SML gave 99% FAME yield in 12 h
one-pot esterification and transesterification of grease (17 wt% FFA) with
methanol at a catalyst loading of 2.25 wt% (0.3 wt% SML), and was completely
separated from grease within 1 min under magnetic field. This catalyst is also
promising for the production of biodiesel from waste grease.
In general, all of the magnetic biocatalysts developed are new, efficient and
practical for biostransformation applications in term of activity, separation and
recyclability. Efficient co-factor regeneration system was also developed in both
coupled substrate approach and coupled enzyme approach. Further studies could be
focused on scaling-up the systems to explore the potential use in industrial
application.
8.2. Recommendation
Although many novel and facile methods were developed and demonstrated
to fabricate efficient magnetic nanobiocatalysts for practical processes in green and
sustainable chemical and fuel production in this thesis, further development of
these systems may further develop on the following aspects.
MNA SML was successfully proven to be a very good catalyst for one-pot
esterification and transesterification of grease (17 wt% FFA) to biodiesel in terms
of catalytic performance and separation in oil system. Further investigation and
development on the recyclability of this biocatalyst should be very useful to make
this catalyst more practical and economically feasible. Besides, before the one-pot
purification and immobilization, His-tagged SML was refolded from the inclusion
bodies obtained after cell disruption. To simplify the process, recombinant E.coli
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can be genetic engineered to express extracellular His-tagged SML for its easy and
direct purification and immobilization from the cell culture medium. This system
may also be investigated in extracellular His-tagged TLL which is easily expressed
from recombinant E. coli or yeast for more practical and economical biodiesel
production systems.
An efficient co-factor regeneration system using coupled reversible clusters
of nanobiocatalysts was successfully developed and used in Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation. For the future work, our established system may be applied for other
substrates and reactions. For example, P450pyr monooxygenase is a very useful
enzyme for pharmaceutical synthesis, but very expensive, unstable, and requires
stoichiometric amount of co-factor. The use of isolated P450pyr monooxygenase
for in vitro biohydroxylation could lead to much higher activity than the whole-cell
biocatalyst counterpart.149 Therefore, using our established co-factor recycling
system for in vitro biohydroxylation with coupled reversible clusters of P450pyr
monooxygenase and glucose dehydrogeanse nanobiocataslysts may greatly
improve the performance of the current P450pyr monooxygenase system.
Moreover, our coupled reversibly clustered nanobiocatalysts may be
applied for tandem biocatalyst system. For instance, cascade biocatalysis of C-C
double bond reduction and Baeyer-Villiger oxidation is much more valuable but
challenging system as it uses two enzymes having different functional groups. The
incompatibility of different isolated enzymes can be circumvented via enzyme
immobilization. Therefore, an efficient cascade transformation to produce valuable
lactones from unsaturated ketone can be achieved using coupled reversible clusters
of enoate reductases and Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases nanobiocatalysts.
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Finally, scaling up experiements should be investigated for these concepts
to be applied into practical industrial scale. Large scale separation should be also
examined using proper magnetic separation.
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